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B. C. Benefactor,
the late V. L. Frederick

A gift of $4 million for the endowment
fund of Bridgewater College was an
nounced Founders Day by Impact/91
national chairman W. Wallace Hatcher,
'55.
The gift, the largest in Bridgewater's
104 year history, was made through the
will of the late V. L. Frederick, owner of
V. L. Frederick Co., Contractors-En
gineers of Arlington, Va. He and his
wife, the late Eloise R. Frederick, were
residents of Alexandria.
President Wayne F. Geisert said the
$4 million will be placed in endowment,
and that "the college's educational pro
gram will benefit for decades from this
gift."
President Geisert noted that Mr.
Frederick "had an extremely strong belief
in Christian higher education and a deep
appreciation for the difference his expe
rience at a church related school had
made in his own life."
Mr. Frederick had attended Hebron
Seminary in Nokesville, Va., which
merged with Bridgewater in the J 920's.
Impact/9 I chairman Hatcher termed
the gift a "monumental beginning" for
the fund-raising campaign which was
launched last fall. "It's wonderful to
receive such a major gift so early in the
campaign," said Hatcher. "We're off to
a very good start; this gives us a Jot of
confidence when we think about the
ambitious goal we've set for ourselves."
June, 1984

Bridgewater
Receives
$4 Million
Estate
Gift
In announcing the gift at the Col
lege's annual Founders Day dinner,
Hatcher emphasized the value of so
large a gift to an institution like Bridge
water. "This very substantial increase in
our endowment does much to assure the
continued security of our institution."
President Geisert said, "The continued
generosity of Bridgewater's supporters
will enable us to maintain our longtime
record of operating 'in the black.' Earn
ings from the Frederick Endowment
will assist us in further enriching our
educational program."
According to Hatcher, the gift has
pushed the Impact/91 total beyond the
$7 million mark. At Founders Day,
Hatcher announced a total of$7,002,336.
Hatcher, who also serves as secretary of
the Board of Trustees, added that
$1,200,000 had been contributed to
Impact/91 by 26 of the College's trustees.
In addition to the $4 million Freder
ick gift, a number of large gifts have
boosted the total and put Bridgewater
ahead of schedule in the drive to raise
$18 million by 1991.
Major gifts received so far include:
-$600,000 from the estate of Car
man G. and Katherine Flory Blough.
The money will be used to establish the
Carman G. Blough Chair of Account
ing. (See story on page 3).
-$200,000 from the Jessie Ball
duPont Religious, Charitable and Edu-

cational Fund to support the Wardo
and Founders halls projects.
-$120,000 from the estate of long
time college librarian Orland (Jack)
Wages to establish the Orland and Alice
E. Wages Endowment. Mrs. Wages was
also a former B. C. staff member.
-$100,000for the Margie Ann Conner
Scholarship Fund to provide scholar
ships to talented students studying music
at Bridgewater. (See story on page 5).
-$50,000 for the William L. Brown
Endowed Scholarship established by
Pioneer Hi-Bred International in honor
of Dr. Brown, their Chief Executive
Officer and a graduate of Bridgewater.
Hatcher reported that numerous other
donors have done much to push Im
pact/91 over the $7 million mark.
"We have been challenged and inspired
by the support which so many individu
als, businesses and foundations have
directed to Bridgewater," Hatcher said.
Though we have a great deal yet to
accomplish, we are confident that we
will succeed in providing Bridgewater
the money it needs to ensure that it
remains preeminent as an educational
institution."
President Geisert cited Bridgewater's
perfect record for meeting goals in a
financial campaign and noted the Col
lege's previous effort which netted $8
million at its close in 1981.

Byrd Addresses Class of '84
Former U.S. Senator Harry F. Byrd,
Jr. gave the address for Bridgewater's
I 04th commencement, speaking before
182 graduating seniors, the fourth larg
est class in the college's history.
Byrd was awarded an honorary Doc
tor of Public Service degree in recogni
tion of his contributions to the Shenan
doah Valley, to Virginia and to the
nation.
In a citation presented by former Vir
ginia Senator George S. Aldhizer, III,
Byrd was recognized as "one of the
nation's most responsible public figures
in terms of an abiding concern for the
long-run health of the nation's economy."
In his address to the seniors, Byrd
warned of increasing centralization of
government power.
"In the recent past,we saw an immense
flow of power from our states and com
munities to Washington, D.C. We saw

the growth of an army of bureaucrats on
the banks of the Potomac," he said.
Byrd told the graduates that "Demo
cracy depends for its survival upon the
involvement and participation of citi
zens." He urged them to "become in
volved and be a part of meeting the
challenge."
His address, entitled "A Byrd's Eye
View of 1985," focused on "severe con
sequences " possibly awaiting"major New
York banks [which] have overextended
themselves in loans to foreign govern
ments."
Byrd, who had just returned from a
conference in Costa Rica of bankers and
economists,announced that"major New
York banks are in deep trouble " and
have made loans far in excess of their
total assets, which several countries
"cannot or will not repay."
It was the consensus of the confer-

Dr. John W. Cooper, Dean for Academic Affairs and Dr. Ben F. Wade,
Provost, adjust the academic hoodforformer U.S. Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr.
as President Geisert presents the honorary Doctor of Public Service degree.
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ence, he said, that interest rates are
likely to rise, and most participants
forecast "a rekindling of inflation, both
in the U. S.and worldwide,...within the
next 12 months."
During the graduation ceremony,
Bachelor of Arts degrees were awarded
to 6 6 students and Bachelor of Science
to 116.
William Everett Abshire, philosophy
and religion major from Boones Mill,
Va., graduated summa cum Laude at the
head of his class. Eva Helen Hatcher
son, math major from Chestertown,
Md. and Kenneth I. Henson, chemistry
and biology major from Staunton, Va.
also graduated summa cum Laude with
grade point averages of 3.8 or higher.
Nine students graduated magna cum
laudewith grade point averages of 3.5 or
higher.Twenty-four graduated cum laude
with 3.2 or higher grade point averages.

Seniors share the jubilation of graduation day.

Bridgewater

Carman G. Blough, Chair of Accounting

Accounting Chair Established at B. C.
The Carman G. Blough Chair of
Accounting is being established at Bridge
water College with a $600,000 bequest
from the estates of Carman G. and
Katherine Flory Blough of Bridgewater.
Blough was chief accountant for the
Securities and Exchange Commission
and director of research for the Ameri
can Institute of Certified Public Accoun
tants. He had a distinguished career as
an accountant and was a partner in the
international firm of Arthur Andersen
and Company.
The professorial chair established in
his name is to be supported through an
endowed fund. A portion of the fund's
income will be used to support the salary
of an outstanding professor of account
ing at the college.
In announcing the gift, Bridgewater
President Wayne F. Geisert praised the
Bloughs for their "vital interest in and
support of Bridgewater over a long
period of time."

"Katherine Blough grew up near the
campus, was a graduate of the college,
and served it in many ways during her
life," he said.
"Dr. Blough taught at Bridgewater in
his early career and was an honorary
trustee at the time of his death," Geisert
reported. "It is a great honor to establish
this chair in Carman Blough's name."
Blough earned a bachelor's degree at
Manchester (Ind.) College and a mas
ter's degree from the University of Wis
consin. He did graduate work at Har
vard University and had received honor
ary doctorates from Bridgewater and
Manchester colleges.
Blough had taught accounting at the
University of Wisconsin, the University
of North Dakota, the American Univer
sity, Columbia University, the Univer
sity of Florida, the Unviersity of Virgi
nia and the University of California at
Berkeley.
Blough married Katherine Flory of

Bridgewater in 1922.
A member of the Bridgewater class of
1917, Mrs. Blough was the first woman
to earn a degree in mathematics from
the college. Her lifetime achievements
were recognized by the college in 1974
when she was presented the Distinguished
Alumnus Award.
Mrs. Blough was active in the YWCA
and served on YWCA boards in the
many cities in which she and Mr. Blough
lived. She was a member of the commit
tee that organized the USO for service
men in the Central Atlantic states dur
ing World War II.
Mrs. Blough served as a member of
the Bridgewater College Board of Trus
tees 1947-1957.
The Bloughs retired to Rockingham
County in 196 I. Their daughter, Mrs.
Betty Blough Martin, lives in Bridge
water with her husband, Dr. John W.
Martin, B.C. professor of chemistry.

Hueston Named to Blough Chair
Robert L. Hueston has been named
the first person to hold the Carman G.
Blough Chair of Accounting at Bridge
water College.
Hueston, who has headed Bridge
water's accounting program for 31 years,
is the senior partner in the Harrisonburg
accounting firm Hueston, Elliott and Co.
Hueston earned a Bachelor of Arts
degree in economics and business
administration at Bethany College (West
Virginia) and an MBA from the Univer
sity of Wisconsin. He established the
Harrisonburg firm in 1953, the same
year he began teaching at B.C.
In announcing the appointment,
President Wayne F. Geisert said, "Pro
fessor Hueston has an outstanding record
as a teacher of accounting. Many
accountants in our area are his former
students and hold him in very high
regard. He is a very productive accountJune, 1984

ing professor."
Professor George Fitchett, chairman
of the B.C. business and economics
department, expressed pleasure with
Hueston's selection. "The guidelines
called for selection of an outstanding
teaching accountant, and Bob Hueston
is just that. We needed to go to him and
no further."
Fitchett credited Hueston with de
veloping Bridgewater's accounting pro
gram into what it is today. "The reputa
tion of our program has been made by
Bob Hueston."
Hueston, who was personally ac
quainted with Dr. Blough, said he con
tinued to teach after establishing his
accounting firm because he "liked the
contact with students." Working with
young people, he said, has helped him to
remain "young in spirit and perspective."
A graduate of a small liberal arts col-

lege much like Bridgewater, Hueston
said he is "sold on a liberal arts back
ground for accountants as well as others."
He has found his career as a teacher
to be "meaningful and rewarding," and
has gained satisfaction, seeing "students
get jobs they enjoy and be successful in
their field."
At the present time accounting stu
dents have access to Bridgewater's main
frame Prime 750 computer through the
student terminals shared with students
of other academic disciplines. It is Hues
ton's hope that in the years immediately
ahead B.C. accounting students will
have greatly expanded computer expe
rience opportunities-since he sees the
computer as playing an even more
important role in accounting education.
Hueston's appointment is effective
September I, 1984.
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Outstanding Service

Houff, Spoerlein
Receive Awards

Mr. Spoerlein
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Cletus E. Houff and Randall G.
Spoerlein are the recipients of the 1984
Outstanding Service Awards which were
presented at the annual Founders Day
dinner.
Houff, a native of Weyers Cave, Va.
and a B.C. trustee, was recognized for
his role in the development of transpor
tation, education and industrial resour
ces in the Shenandoah Valley. Spoerlein
was cited for his roles as leader, busi
nessman and charitable citizen of Car
roll County, Md.
In a citation presented by Dr. M. Guy
West, '26, Cletus Houff was termed "a
diligent worker in the sound interests of
this area with special concerns for the
creation of job opportunities for all citi
zens and pleasant living circumstances
for the elderly."
In the 1940's, Houff took over the
management of the small trucking com
pany owned by his father. He later
bought the company, which he has built
into what is now known as Houff
Transfer, a general commodities hauler
operating in 14 states.
Houffs contributions to employment
opportunities in the Valley area over
many years as vice chairman of the
Rockingham Development Corporation
were noted. Houff and other members
of the Development Corporation have
been instrumental in bringing a number
of)ndustrial operations into the Valley.
·or. West also noted Houffs role in
the development of a regional airport
for the Valley and the location of Blue
Ridge Community College at Weyers
Cave.
For nearly 20 years, Houff has served

as Chairman of the Board of Bridge
water Home and Retirement Village.
Among Houffs numerous achievements,
he was also recognized for his efforts to
bring improvements such as a sewer sys
tem and family practice center to his
hometown of Weyers Cave.
Randall Spoerlein, a graduate of Blue
Ridge College in New Windsor, Md.,
was described in the citation read by
B.C. Trustee S. Loren Simpson, as "one
of Bridgewater's most valued and sup
portive alumni and friends."
Mr. Spoerlein, like Houff, has con
tributed greatly to the quality of life in
his hometown. He was, for 22 years,
mayor of New Windsor and spent 25
years on the Carroll County Board of
Supervisors. He served in the Maryland
legislature and was president of the
Maryland State Farm Bureau and the
Maryland Milk Producers Association.
He has also been an active member of
the Edgewood Church of the Brethren
for many years.
In recognizing Spoerlein, Simpson
said, "I could tell of many efforts he has
made over the years to conserve soil, to
assure proper use of land and water, and
to preserve it for future generations."
Simpson added that Spoerlein had
recently given the town of New Windsor
$12,000 "to plant a walnut grove where
future generations can come to enjoy the
trees and the quiet."
"Randall Spoerlein's generous and
supportive spirit toward his alma mater
is a source of special joy for all of us who
labor for Bridgewater's well-being," said
Simpson.
Bridgewater

Conner Music Scholarship Established
The late Margie Ann Conner of
Manassas has been honored by the
establishment of an endowed scholarship
fund at Bridgewater College.
Phillip C. Stone, Harrisonburg at
torney and member of the College Board
of Trustees, announced that the Margie
Ann Conner Scholarship Fund is to
provide scholarships to students in the
choral or keyboard programs of the
music department.
The $ I00,000 endowed fund was
established by Mrs. Conner's husband,
Manassas pediatrician Dr. Alvin E.
Conner and their two children, Samuel
and Sally Jane. Mrs. Conner, Dr.

Conner, a trustee of the College, and
Samuel all graduated from Bridgewater.
Mrs. Conner was active in many civic
and cultural organizations in the
Manassas area. She had been an organ
ist and Sunday school teacher at the
Manassas Church of the Brethren before
her death in 1982.
Students are required to audition in
order to be considered for the scholar
ship. Recipients are chosen by the college
scholarship committee and members of
the music faculty on the basis of poten
tial to enhance the college's choral or
keyboard programs.
President Wayne F. Geisert noted

that the Conner family has been greatly
involved in the life of Bridgewater Col
lege and praised the accomplishments of
the late Mrs. Conner as a musician. "She
was a delightful person and we are pleased
and honored that future generations of
Bridgewater College students will benefit
from scholarships generated by an endow
ment named in honor of Mrs. Conner."
Additional contributions to the Mar
gie Ann Conner Scholarship Fund may
be made by contacting Brydon M.
De Witt, Director of Development (703)
828-250 I, Bridgewater College, Bridge
water, VA 22812.

Huntley Honored on Founders Day
Robert E. R. Huntley of Lexington
and Richmond was the speaker for
Bridgewater's 1984 Founders Day and
received an honorary Doctor of Letters
degree.
Huntley addressed a special after
noon Founders Day convocation, and
that evening, the more than 500 guests
who attended the annual dinner.
Huntley, a distinguished educator,
administrator and businessman, served
as the 20th president of Washington and
Lee University from 1968 until 1983. He
is now Executive Vice President of Best
Products Company, Inc. and Chief
Operating Officer of the Catalog Show
room Division.
Huntley earned both his bachelor's
and law degree from W & L. He practiced
law in northern Virginia before returning
to his alma mater as a professor of law.
In 1967, he became dean of the law
school and, a semester later, at age 38,
was elected president of W & L.
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa
and a member of Omicron Delta Kappa,
the national honorary leadership frater
nity founded at W & L, and holds mem
berships in the Virginia, the Virginia
State and American Bar Associations.
At the Founders Day dinner, which is
held in honor of those who have given
financial support to the college during
the year, Huntley told the audience that
some of the warmest memories of his
tenure as W & L president were "seeking
June, 1984

Mrs. Evelyn Huntley (left) and Dr. Huntley are joined by Dr. Francis Lewis at Founders Day.

funds for my institution and for the
Virginia Foundation of Independent
Colleges," of which he is past president.
"Institutions are fragile," he said.
"They can fail. Without the support of
people like you, they will fail," he
cautioned in his address "Higher
Education-A High Risk Investment?"
Huntley pointed to a number of risks
present in higher education. "You sell
below cost to people who don't want it,
and you can't measure the value of
return." In addition, he pointed out that
"the majority of private educational
institutions founded in America since
the American Revolution have failed."

Despite these risks, Huntley de
clared that private higher education is
not a high risk investment and that the
risk of failure to support colleges is
"grave." He asked his audience to con
sider the risks on the other side; "what
would the alternatives be without such
institutions?"
Higher education "is a fragile enter
prise" he said. "It has no guarantee of
success. Without support it will fail."
Huntley praised his audience for their
choice to support private education when
there are "so many competing demands
for the generosity of those who are able
to offer support."
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Trustees' Spring Meeting

New Complex Named Flory Hall
Bridgewater College trustees, during
their annual spring meeting, selected the
name Flory Hall for the new complex
formed by the construction of a connect
ing link between Wardo and Founders
halls.
Board chairman Garland F. Miller
announced that the complex has been
named in honor of the college's founder,
D. C. Flory, and Dr. John S. Flory,
long-time president and professor at
Bridgewater.
"We decided to name Flory Hall in
honor of these two men as well as the
Flory families which have played key
roles in Bridgewater's history," said
Miller.
Miller indicated that plaques will be
placed in both Wardo and Founders

halls in recognition of their historical
significance.
Board members also approved a ten
tative operating budget for next year
and designated the establishment of sev
eral new endowments.
President Wayne F. Geisert reported
following the conclusion of the meetings
that the board members had voted ten
tative acceptance of a $7,499,753 operat
ing budget for 1984-85. A final review
and approval of the budget is scheduled
for November.
Board members discussed plans for
the current fund raising program entitled
"Impact/91�A Projection in Excellence"
and approved the placing of a number of
significant bequests recently received by
the college into newly structured endowed

Janet Ober

Anne Canfield

Lynn Lewis

funds.
They approved a case statement,
written as a basic document outlining
the rationale, needs and goals of
lmpact/91.
L. Manning Muntzing of Potomac,
Md., was elected to a term on the board
of trustees. Muntzing is a partner in the
Washington, D.C. law firm of Doub
and Muntzing.
The board also drafted and approved
a resolution of affection and respect for
Dr. Warren D. Bowman upon the cele
bration of his 90th birthday, April 9.
Dr. Bowman was cited for his "long
years of service to humankind" and his
I 5-year tenure as B.C. President,
1949-1964.

Alumni Tap Three for Honors
Janet Lee Ober and Edythe Lynn
Lewis were selected to receive the 1984
Bridgewater College Alumni Association
Scholarships. Anne Catherine Canfield
was presented the Association's Citizen
ship Award.
Janet Ober received the $650 scholar
ship the Association presents each year
to a rising senior. She is a member of
Lambda and Alpha Chi honor societies,
the Pinion Players, Brethren Student
Fellowship and the Student Committee
for Religious Activities. She also works
as a student assistant in the Chaplain's
office.
Janet is working on a double major in
sociology and philosophy and religion.
She is the daughter of Mrs. Barbara F.
Ober of Lancaster, Pa., and Robert L.
Ober of East Petersburg, Pa.
6

Lynn Lewis, the recipient of the $550
scholarship presented annually to a ris
ing junior, is a business administration
major. She is a member of the women's
basketball team, the Women's Athletic
Association and the Baptist Student
Union.
Lynn is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Lewis, Jr. of Ford, Va.
Anne Canfield, a graduating senior,
received the Citizenship Award for her
contributions to campus life.
Anne has been active in the Student
Committee for Religious Activity, the
Baptist Student Union, Brethren Stu
dent Fellowship, Student Senate, Depu
tation Teams, Pinion Players, the Amer
ican Guild of Organists, Oratorio and
Concert choirs and many other campus
organizations and events.

The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam S. Canfield, Sr. of Richmond, Anne
majored in business administration.
According to Alumni Association
President Jerry M. Wampler, '59, the
recipients were chosen by the Student
Awards Committee composed of alumni,
students, faculty and staff members.
Wampler said the scholarships, which
were first awarded in 1968, are based on
high academic achievement, good citi
zenship, financial aid and general merit.
"Along with providing aid," he said,
"the Alumni Association's intent is to
provide stimuli to superior academic
achievement and character, and to fos
ter an interest on the part of the upper
classes in the Alumni Association and
its program."
Bridgewater

Pasco M. Bowman, '55
Distinguished Alumnus

Moses H. W. Chan, '67
Distinguished Young Alumnus

Lynn N. Myers, '71
Distinguished Young Alumnus

Alumni Cited for Distinction
Pasco Middleton Bowman, II, '55,
received the 1984 Bridgewater College
Distinguished Alumnus Award. Moses
H. W. Chan, '67, and Lynn N. Myers,
'71, were honored as the year's Young
Alumni.
Pasco "Bud" Bowman is a judge of
the United States Eighth Circuit Court
of Appeals. In a citation, Clarence E.
May, B.C. Professor of English, Emeri
tus, described Bowman as "an assiduous
and brilliant student of the law, an able
administrator, and a notable jurist."
Bowman graduated at the top of the
class of 1955 and received the presti
gious Root-Tilden Scholarship to the
New York University School of Law. At
N. Y. U., he excelled as he had at Bridge
water. He was managing editor of the
law review, a finalist in Intramural Moot
Court Competition and graduated second
in his class of 1, I 00. He became an asso
ciate attorney with Cravath, Swaine and
Moore, a leading Wall Street firm.
He took a year's leave from the firm
in 1961 to accept a Fulbright Scholar
ship to study English common and con
stitutional law at the London School of
Economics and Political Science.
In 1964, he joined the faculty at the
University of Georgia School of Law.
During his tenure there, he also served
June, 1984

as reporter and draftsman for the com
mission to revise the Georgia statutes
governing business and non-business
corporations.
In 1970, Bowman was appointed Dean
and professor of law at Wake Forest
University School of Law. Nine years
later, he became Dean of the University
of Missouri-Kansas City School of Law.
From that position, he was nominted by
President Reagan for the federal judge
ship he how holds.
His wife is Ruth Bowman, '58, daugh
ter of Warren D. Bowman, B.C. President
Emeritus. They are the parents of two
daughters and a son.
Dr. Moses H. W. Chan was described
in the citation presented by Dr. Dale V.
Ulrich, B.C. professor of Physics, as
"one of the nation's outstanding scho
lars in the field of critical phenomena, a
research interest he acquired while an
undergraduate at Bridgewater."
Chan, who was born in China, entered
Bridgewater as a freshman in 1964 and
graduated magna cum laude three years
later. He received a graduate assistance
ship from Cornell University, where he
earned master's and doctor's degrees in
physics.
Chan has gained national recognition
as an authority on critical phenomena

and is the author of the article on that
subject in the fifth edition of the Encyc
lopedia of Science and Technology. He
is the author or co-author of numerous
articles published in professional books
and journals.
Dr. Chan has been a professor of
physics at Pennsylvania State Univer
sity since 1979. He currently holds two
research grants from the National Science
Foundation and has seven graduate
students working under his direction.
He has presented lectures and seminars
at many of the nation's leading colleges
and universities and, in 1982, was Visit
ing Professor of Physics at the Institute
for Solid State Physics of the University
of Tokyo, Japan.
Dr. Ulrich concluded his citation of
Dr. Chan by saying, "Those of us who
remember his student days at Bridge
water know him also as a gregarious,
fun-loving, personable Christian young
man. We are proud of his achievements,
and we are pleased that he has main
tained supportive contact with his alma
mater during the years since his under
graduate days."
Lynn Naff Myers, '70, was described
as a "people-oriented young man" in a
citation presented by Professor Alaric
continued on page 21
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Volunteers kept 10 phones busy from March 25 to April 5, making 5000 calls to alumni, parents and
friends.

Phonathon '84 Nets
$38,365 in Pledges
As volunteers in Phonathon '84,
Bridgewater College students and alumni
made over 5000 telephone calls between
March 25 and April 5 to raise $38,365
for the Alumni Annual Fund.
Fifty-five volunteers representing
classes from 1921 to 1988 came to the
Kline Campus Center to spend their
evenings calling other alumni, parents
and friends.
Pat Dellett, Director of Alumni Affairs
and coordinator of the annual Phona-

M. Guy West, '26, was one of several alumni
volunteers who helped out.
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thon, was very pleased with both the
volunteer support she received from the
callers and the financial support and
positive responses of the donors who
were called.
"We had many volunteers who came
back night after night to work for us,"
said Mrs. Dellett. "We are totally de
pendent upon volunteers to make the
Phonathon a success, and I certainly
appreciate the support we had this year."
According to Mrs. Dellett, 13 area
businesses donated gift certificates and
refreshments to the Phonathon effort.
Alex Herriot, '87 was the overall
grand prize winner, raising pledges
amounting to $5,430. Tammy Hamil
ton, '86, was second, and Leslie Smith,
'87, raised the third highest amount.
Bertha Pence Showalter, '21, was the
top alumni fund raiser. Mrs. Showalter
has been a faithful Phonathon volunteer
for a number of years, and she always
works several evenings during the effort.
Mrs. Dellett explains that volunteers
call alumni and parents who have not
given yet this year. "This year, we received
pledges from 126 people who had not
given to the college before," she reports.
"We're quite pleased with the success of
the Phonathon, and, of course, we're
indebted to the volunteers who worked
so faithfully and to alumni, parents and
friends who supported us during the year.

\

Cathy Reed, a freshmanfrom Manassas, Va., calls
an alumnus.

Janet Funk, a sophomore from British Columbia,
Canada, discusses a pledge.

Bridgewater

From the Director of Planned Giving
"But I can't afford to
make a major gift now. . . . "
by William R. Swecker

This is a concern often heard in the course of our work. Yet the vehicle of life
insurance is an often overlooked but very effective means of making a major gift
to Bridgewater College.
Life insurance has long been a popular means of making gifts to charity and
is among the most flexible and widely held assets making up the typical estate.
For instance, you may have adequate income, but with sizeable current com
mitments and minimal available capital you may not be able to make a
substantial gift during your lifetime. Through a life insurance policy, however,
you can provide a large gift with a comparatively small annual outlay which is
then usually tax deductible.
There are a number of very real advantages to a gift of life insurance. Perhaps
one of the most important is that it is a "private" gift. Since policy proceeds are
paid directly to Bridgewater College and do not pass through probate, no
publicity need be involved in connection with such a gift unless you so desire.
From a practical standpoint, the fact that the policy proceeds are not subject to
probate allows them to be paid without delay, to be put to work immediately in
the continuing mission of the College in accord with your wishes.
If you assign ownership of an existing policy, that for various reasons may
now be obsolete in your current estate plan, you will be entitled to a sizeable
income tax deduction for the value of the policy at the time of the gift and also
be entitled to a federal income tax charitable deduction for the amount of the
premiums paid each year. In this way, income tax savings will absorb a
substantial part of the future cost of the premiums and the proceeds will
ordinarily not be included in your estate for federal estate tax purposes.
In order to achieve this kind of flexibility and tax savings, ownership of the
policy must be vested in the College. If you retain ownership, even though
Bridgewater is named as beneficiary, the premiums paid on the policy are not
tax deductible. However, when the proceeds are paid to the College, the full
amount is allowed as a charitable deduction in computing the estate tax.
There are also other unique ways to use life insurance as a method of
charitable giving.
• You can fund a charitable gift annuity with Bridgewater College using an
existing insurance policy.
• Annual dividends from an existing policy can be assigned to Bridgewater
College and represents a systematic way to give tax-free income that can be
deducted as gifts from federal income taxes.
• A life insurance policy can be taken out on the life of another if you are
uninsurable and an insurable interest exists between you and the person insured
at the time the policy is initiated. Upon legally assigning ownership in this
policy to Bridgewater Coilege, the premiums paid are deductible on the pur
chaser's federal income tax return.
The situations described here are only a few of the ways that life insurance
can be used in imaginative and creative ways to meet the needs of your estate
and your wishes in making charitable gifts.
Your qualified life underwriter or our Planned Giving Office at Bridgewater
can give you details and possibly suggest even more uniquely personal ways in
which life insurance can play a part in your estate-related giving plans.
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Jopson Honored
By Haverford
Dr. Harry G. M. Jopson was honored
by Haverford College of Haverford,
Pa., his alma mater.
Dr. Jopson received the I 984 Haver
ford Award presented by the Alumni
Association at the college's annual
Founders Day, June 2.
Jopson earned a Bachelor of Science
degree in biology at Haverford in 1932.
He earned both his master's and docto
rate in vertebrate zoology at Cornell
University.
Jopson won distinction both as a pro
fessor of biology and as a track coach
during his tenure at Bridgewater from
1936 until his retirement in 1981.
In 1971, Bridgewater's athletic field
was renamed Jopson Field in honor of
his outstanding success as a teacher and
coach. He has also received an honorary
Doctor of Science Degree from Bridge
water in 1978.
For 19 years, Jopson served as a
member of the Rockingham County
School Board.
In 1981, the Old Dominion Athletic
Conference established the Dr. Harry
Jopson Scholarship-Athlete Award, to
be presented annually to the top athlete
scholar selected by the conference.
Dr. Jopson and his wife Hope Wilson
Jopson live in Bridgewater.

Orville R. Hersch
Dies in Manassas
Mr. Orville R. Hersch, '23, former
trustee and long time supporter of
Bridgewater College, died Wednesday
May 9.
Mr. Hersch, a Manassas resident,
had been in declining health for some
time.
He served as a Bridgewater College
trustee during two significant periods in
the college's growth and development,
from 1944 to 1948 and from 1954 to 1963.
Mr. Hersch, his wife Mable, and their
children have been greatly involved in
the life of Bridgewater College.
In addition to his wife Mabel Harley
Hersch, '23, he is survived by sons David
Hersch, '64 and Kurtz Hersch, '61; and
daughters Miriam Hersch Weaver, '51,
and Dr. Lauree Hersch Meyer, '55. His
son Harold died in a 1980 plane crash.
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Harold H. Hersch Lecturer

Wattenberg Finds Good News

Ben J.Wattenberg went looking for
good news in a decade seemingly filled
with bad news.His discovery forms the
title of his new book,The Good News Is
The Bad News ls Wrong.
Wattenberg,a senior fellow at Amer
ican Enterprise Institute in Washington,
D.C.,came to the Bridgewater campus
as the Harold H.Hersch Lecturer.He is
co-editor of the bi-monthly magazine,
Public Opinion and the author of sev
eral books, a weekly syndicated news
paper column, and a weekly commen
tary for CBS radio.
Wattenberg says his message to the
media is not "you got the story wrong "
but "you got the wrong story " He feels
that "the media, either wittingly or
unwittingly, probably unwittingly, is
presenting a portrait of this civilization
that is skewed."
Wattenberg started his serious analy
sis of the news two and a half years ago,
when he began to make an assessment of
what is really going on in the United
States by studying statistics and,at the
same time,noting the way in which net
work television reported on the times.
"Americans were being told every
thing is terrible and nothing is working
right," he says,"but when you looked at
the numbers,the numbers looked pretty
good. We have made a great deal of
progress in this country."
And Wattenberg comes prepared with
lots of numbers to prove his point,citing
the war on poverty as one example.
According to statistics Wattenberg
presented,22 percent of Americans lived
in poverty in 1960; by 1970,that figure
had dropped to 12 percent. The bad
news was that in 1980, the poverty figure
remained at 12 percent, "after we had
spent hundreds of millions of dollars a
year for welfare programs of one sort or
another."
Finding the good news requires a
look at "the numbers that are behind the
story and some numbers behind the
numbers." He notes that in 1960,the aid
going to poor people was "essentially
going to them in cash," but, in the
l 970's,"for a variety of administrative,
bureaucratic and philosophical reasons,
the monies going to the poor people
IO

were not,for the most part in cash,but
in services ... like food stamps. The
Census Bureau doesn't count food stamps
as money.The fact is,you can take food
stamps and buy with them what money
buys at the food store." When they
finally began to count the financial
advantage derived from services, the
1980 poverty level came out six percent
rather than 12, and, Wattenberg says,
"that's a pretty good story."
He has an array of numbers to dem
onstrate the good news that in the decade

"The numbers look
pretty good. We
have made a great
deal of progress 1n
this country."

Ben J. Wattenberg

between I 970 and 1980,life for Ameri
cans got better.He cites dramatic increases
in the numbers of people attending pro
fessional sporting events, owning auto
mobiles, telephones and boats and bet
ting money on the grayhound races.
" Consider something like overseas travel,"
he says. "That would be a pretty good
index-you've got to have a few dollars
to travel." Excluding travel to Canada
and Mexico, people traveling overseas
between 1970 and 1981 went from five
million to eight million. "That's an in
crease, in one decade, of 60 percent.
Something was going on in this country
that involved the ability to spend money."
Another gauge Wattenberg uses to
measure the decade is the progress of
women.In 1970,five million women were

in what have been termed the "best jobs
category." By 1980,the number had grown
to IO million."There's still a lot of disparity
in the leading occupations, but the key
number,in my opinion,is the percentage of
women entering certainjobs.Only IO per
cent of lawyers are women,but that's going
back to an era when women were not going
into that kind ofjob.The most recent data
shows that 44 percent of all new lawyers in
the United States are women."
Though Wattenberg finds the news to
be "skewed," he does not advocate "force
feeding of good news." Reporters,par
ticularly television news reporters,"need
a consciousness raising; they need to
look at things of a progressive nature
and start reporting them....The free
press is a burden and a glory," he says.
Bridgewater

A. D. Miller,
Trustee, Dies
Dr. Aubrey D. Miller,'13, Life Trus
tee of Bridgewater College, died April
16 in Roanoke.
Dr. Miller was retired after 42 years
with Richardson-Wayland Electric Cor
poration of Roanoke as director and
secretary-treasurer.
He was a member of the B.C. Board
of Trustees 1951-1965 and served for
many years as chairman of the endow
ment and investment committee.
Dr. Miller received a bachelor of
accounts degree from Bridgewater in
1913 and served as director of the Alumni
Association 1943-1945. He was presi
dent of the Alumni Association 1946-48.
He was awarded the honorary Doctor of
Business Administration at Bridgewater
in 1975.
Dr. Miller was actively involved in
the Church of the Brethren and in Roa
noke civic affairs. He is survived by his
wife, the former Emma Grace Humbert.

Students Direct
One-Act Plays
June, 1984

Alumni Chapters Update

Baltimore(Allen F. Schwender, '75, 2409 Westridge Road,Timonium, Md. 21093) Held a dinner meeting
May l, 1984. A summer meeting to welcome incoming B.C. freshmen is in the planning stages.
Bridgewater-Dayton (Jerry M. Wampler, '59, Rt. 2, Box 239, Bridgewater, Va. 22812) The annual dinner
theater is planned in conjunction with the B.C. Pinion Players' fall production.
Carroll-Frederick County (Rogina F. Isaacs, '59, Box 174, Walkersville, Md. 21793) Held a dinner
meeting May 5, 1984. A summer picnic may be organized. Those wishing to suggest or help plan
activities may contact Rogina.
Delmarva (Rev. Wendell Flory, 312 Winton Ave., Easton, Md. 21601) Held a dinner meeting in May,
1983, and plan to hold another this year.
Florida(Rick Demeri, '74,1805 Andalusia St.,Sebring,Fla. 33870) Sixty-one alumni and friends attended
the annual banquet at the Sebring Church of the Brethren in January. A summer picnic may possibly
be scheduled.
Franklin-Henry County (Lynn N. Myers, '70,Rt. 4, Box 219,Rocky Mount, Va. 2415 l) Met May 31,1984
for a dinner meeting. At this time, the next meeting has not been scheduled.
lndiana(Rev. Raymon Eller, '37,303 Kohser Ave.,N. Manchester, Ind. 46962 and Zola S. Miller, '45,608
Bond Street,N. Manchester,Ind. 46962) Held their first meeting forming the new chapter October 28,
1983. The 1984 meeting will be held November 10, 1984 on the Manchester College campus.
Northern Virginia-Washington, D.C. (Robert Newlen, '75, 2144 California St., NW #116, Washington,
D.C. 20008) Plans are being made to hold a meeting this year.
Richmond (W. Craig Waters, '80, 2220 Cranbury Ct., Richmond, Va. 23233) Plans are being made for a
late summer meeting.
Roanoke (Harold R. Landis, '54, Rt. I, Box 453-A, Troutville, VA 24175) Work is being done to get a
meeting organized this year.
Southeastern Pennsylvania (Rev. D. Paul Greene, '46, 16 Knollwood Dr., Akron, Pa. 17501) Plans are
being made for a September picnic meeting.
Tennessee(Donald W. Kilday, '68, 161 Walton Ct., Kingsport, Tenn. 37663) A fall meeting is planned in
conjunction with the B.C. football game with Emory and Henry College October 20, I 984.
Upper Potomac Valley (J. Michael Fike, '72, P.O. Box 28, Aurora, W. Va., 26705) Plans are being made
for a late summer meeting.

Three student-directed one-act plays were staged by the Pinion Players
this spring. Pictured above (left to right): Richard Tinsley and Diane Wampler
in a scene from "Hello, Out There;" John H. McDevitt, IV as a character in
"Against the Wind," a mime created by B.C. senior Connie Swartz; and Gina
Popp, David Minnich and Scott Godwin in a scene from "Curse You, Jack
Dalton," an old-fashioned melodrama.
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Roy (right) and climbing partner Don Reed at the summit of Island Peak,
20,305 feet, Solo-Khumbu, Nepal.

R

oy Andes, '73, wanted to take an adventurous, interesting vacation, to climb a
mountain, and to immerse himself in a culture totally different from his own.
Last October, he did just that when he embarked on a two-month sojourn in Nepal
which culminated in his climb of a 20,000 foot peak in the Himalayas.
Eleven years after his graduation from B.C., Roy, a bachelor, is an assistant
attorney general of the state of Montana. He closed up his house in Helena and
headed for Kathmandu, where he and a fellow mountain climber from Montana set
out on their grand adventure.
They had decided that the highlight of their trip would be to scale Island Peak (el.
20,305 ft.) in the Himalayas, a mountain which Roy says is "commonly climbed by
westerners."
Roy spent the first week in Kathmandu "getting used to the country." This remote
capital city was for him "an immersion in another world . . . a step back two or three
centuries, but at the same time, it's a mixture with the 20th century-modern cars and
roads and 16th century architecture, clothing, foods and culture."
One of their first tasks was to arrange for a guide "to serve as a liaison with the
Nepalese." The guide would arrange for transportation, handle dealings with the
natives, point out all-important trail junctions, arrange for housing in the villages
along the way, hire porters and assist in camp chores-all for $2.50 per day plus food,
lodging and expenses.
As an added benefit, he instructed them in Nepalese so that by the end of the trip,
the two Americans had "learned the basics needed to get food and lodging."
At the end of the week in Kathmandu, they set out for Solo-Khumbu, the Everest
region of Nepal. The first leg of the journey was a five-hour bus ride Roy will long
remember. Unable,to ride comfortably inside the cramped bus, he opted for the roof,
where he was "petrified" as the bus careened around curves along precipitous ledges.
"I was sufficiently unnerved that I never even pulled out my camera."
The end of the five-hour bus ride signaled the beginning of the second leg of the
day's travel-a seven-hour toil in the back of a Swiss construction truck. "It was the
longest day of my life," he remembers, and adds with a wry smile, "a Third World
vehicular experience."
They spent the next IO days hiking through the rolling hill country, spending the
nights in the small villages. When they reached the village of Namche Bazar, the
market town and Sherpa village through which all major Everest expeditions pass,
they resupplied, discharged their porters and hired a yak and driver.
Though the porters were very tough, the terrain had become too precipitous, for
they hiked barefoot, carrying 70 pounds of camp gear plus their personal gear. The
yak was necessary for moving into the truly high country.
After leaving Namche Bazar, they slowed their pace in order to allow for the
dramatic increases in altitude and to avoid the dangers of altitude sickness. The first
day's hike brought them to the famous Thangboche monestary, an active Bhuddist
monestary at an elevation of 12,600 feet.
Here, Roy and the rest of his party spent two days getting used to the altitude,
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climbing high above the monestary dur
ing the day and sleeping in the mones
tary at night, which Roy explains, is the
climber's rule for adjusting to altitudes
"climb high, sleep low."
They eased to higher altitudes spend
ing a night at 14,200 feet and then
.15,500.
When they got a "window of good
weather," they pressed on to establish a
base camp at 17,000 feet and get into
position for their assult on the summit.
After a day of filing crampons, packing
day packs and checking all equipment,
they arose at 2 a.m. to get an "Alpine
start" on the summit.
Bridgewater

Sunset at 17,000/eet, Solo-Khumbu, Nepal

After the moon set at 3 a.m., they
used headlamps to light the way, but in
the darkness, "got off the easiest trail"
and at daybreak, found themselves on a
"skinny ridge."
They reached the summit at 9:30 a.m.
"The last one and a half hours were the
toughest," he recalls. "Every step was an
effort. You take a step then breathe
three times." He felt "a little dizzy at
times" which was cured by resting and
breathing a moment.
At the top of the 20,305 ft. peak, they
snacked on cashew nuts and chocolate
bars brought from Seattle before begin
ning their descent.
June, 1984

The long journey from Helena, Mon
tana to Kathmandu, Nepal was adven
turous and often arduous, but enlighten
ing and rewarding as well. In a place so
far from the U.S., he learned something
unexpected.
Roy, who describes himself as one
who has often been "critical of Americans
for their politics and behavior in the
world," found the Americans in Nepal
"much more sensitive to the environment
and aware of their actions," Some nation
alities seemed more abrasive to the Napa
lese. "Americans seemed better prepared,
less willing to litter, more willing to
endure hardships," he noted.

Roy also became more aware of the
problems of western impact on Nepal.
An outdoorsman, he was particularly
aware of the "serious deforestation" at
elevations above 11,000 feet. The camp
fires of travelers are depleting what
scant vegetation there is in the higher
regions. In order to cater to westerners,
they have to pack in wood. The shortage
is made all the more serious by their own
increasing population.
Roy Andes is back on the job in Hel
ena, Montana now. He doesn't have
specific plans for another mountain
climbing trip, but says, "I'd really like to
go to Tibet-or maybe Austria."
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Junior chemistry major Karen Chestnut gets instruction on using the new NM R instrument.from Dr. John
W. Martin, Jr. (center) and Dr. Frederick G. Keihn.

NMR Analysis Added to Lab
"It's a beautiful system," says Dr.John
Martin as he describes the analytical
instrumentation the chemistry depart
ment has spent the past three years
acquiring.
Three pieces of equipment with a cost
totaling nearly $40,000 "have brought a
tremendous advance in what we are able
to offer as a department," says Martin,
who is chairman of the department.
The newest acquisition is a Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) instrument,
a highly sophisticated piece of equip
ment used to detect the various types of
hydrogen in an organic molecule. This
instrument, with permanent magnet and
solid state electronics, can be used by
every student in organic chemistry and
in the advanced courses. It is particu
larly applicable to students in the Pre
Med Program who will be able to study
the theory of NMR and see how it can be
applied to medicine.
"NMR analysis will very likely prove
to be one of the most informative diag
nostic tools of modern medicine," says
Martin. "It's the latest thing in medical
technology and provides valuable infor
mation on metabolic processes."
Martin explains that NMR analysis
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is a non-invasive analysis that does not
alter or destroy the sample. "When
you're working with living systems, it's
imperative that you don't have to des
troy them as you do the analysis.
In the medical field, NMR imaging
can provide a cross sectional view with
out surgery and may, in the near future,
provide early detection of AIDS and
early warning of heart attack or stroke.
A second analytical instrument in the
laboratory is the infrared spectropho
tometer, which analyzes for functional
groups in organic molecules.
Like the NMR, it does not destroy
the sample it analyzes. "The infrared
spectrophotometer in an organic labor
atory is very basic," says Martin. "A
modern college laboratory cannot get
by without one."
Underclassmen studying organic
chemistry use NMR and infrared analy
sis on many projects. As a final experi
ment in the course, each student is given
a bottle filled with an unknown sub
stance which must be analyzed and
identified.
"They must go into the lab and tell all
about it, but," Martin adds, "it's almost
impossible to miss with all the informa-

tion they obtain from these instruments."
In the advanced courses, students com
plete more sophisticated projects, includ
ing kinetic problems in which they deter
mine how fast a reaction takes place.
The third important analytical tooi,
which Martin says "looks very unim
pressive," is a High Performance Liquid
Chromatograph (HPLC). The HPLC
can separate very closely similar com
pounds or molecules. According to
Martin, chromatographic methods are
not new and have been around for many
years, but HPLC instruments have just
begun to appear in small colleges.
One of the most serious problems fac
ing college chemistry departments is
obsolescence. Departments must con
tinually work to update laboratories
and to acquire new equipment.
Dr. Martin readily acknowledges that
it has taken "the cooperative efforts of a
lot of people" to provide Bridgewater
with modern equipment. "We have been
able to do much of this through gifts
from donors," he explains. "We've
accumulated some department funds
through gifts directed to the chemistry
department." A $5,000 grant from the
Merck Company Foundation helped
with the $25,000 cost of the NMR.
He speaks with special appreciation
of an alumni couple who anonymously
donate a thousand dollars to the depart
ment each year. They also work for a
matching gift corporation which dou
bles their gifts to the college.
"They studied in the chemistry depart
ment when they were here, and they
want to help the department remain
up-to-date."
The department also receives regular
support from the family of G. Elmer
Myers. Mr. Myers worked for many
years in the chemistry stockroom and
each year at Christmas made a donation
to the department. Since his death, his
family has continued to support the
department as a memorial to him.
"We have a number of alumni who
support us," says Martin. "Many of
them are sending small gifts which have
added to help us have one of the best
equipped labs you'll find in a small
college."
"The problem with laboratory equip
ment," he says, "is that it is all too soon
obsolete. The quest for modern facilities
is a never ending one."
Bridgewater

Alumni Singers Debut
A new music group, the Alumni Singers, made their debut at the Alumni
Banquet. The singers were organized by Lou Wampler De Witt, '66, for
"people who are out of college and want to have the opportunity to
continue singing." Jesse Hopkins, Jr., '70, associate professor of music at
B. C., is director of the Alumni Singers, all of whom are former members of
the Chorale, Concert or Touring choirs. Members are: (front, left to right)
Jeannie Kaetzel Eye, '71, Evelyn Miller Sandin, '62, Cheryl Lackey Fair
child, '68, Lev Aldridge Norford, '70, Janet Flory Flaten, '76, Ann Ander-

son Botkin, '63, Lou Wampler De Witt, '66, Gene Ridder White, '69, Linda
Fleishman Glover, '70; (second row, left to right) Gladys Akers Remnant,
'81, Linda Clague, '82, Leonard Winds/ow, '82, Rod Mason, '83, John
White, '58, Jerry Fawley, '66, Randy Vandevander, '79, Tony Stovall, '79,
and Jerry Wampler, '59. Bob Brockman, '80, accompanied on the piano.
Members not included in the photo are Ted Flory, '70, Mary Beth Myers
Flory, '70, Julia Groff Hollenberg, '81 and Davene McKee Wolfe, '66.

Retiring Employees Recognized
Several long-time Bridgewater Col
lege employees will begin their retire
ment July 1. Clement A. Bess, registrar,
and J. Alaric Bowman, former dean and
professor of education and mathemat
ics, will both vacate their posts, as will
Mrs. Amy Michael, assistant to the bus
mess manager.
Mr. Bess, who has served as Registrar
of the College for I 5 years, has been
employed at B.C. for a total of 23 years,
including a three-year stint as night
officer during his student days. He has
also been Director of Men's Housing
and Director of Financial Aids. Since
1975, he has added the title Director of
Placement to his duties as registrar.
"I'm not going to sit and twiddle my
thumbs," he says. His immediate plans
include gardening, working around the
house, helping his daughter remodel her
home and motorcycling. He plans also
to remain quiet active in church work.
"I've enjoyed the associations with all
these young people," he says. "They're
so exciting-I've enjoyed the frustra
tions of working with them."
Commencement weekend, though, is
one aspect of the registrar's life he won't
June, 1984

miss-especially getting senior grades at
8 a.m. and getting the list of graduates
for the program to the printer by noon.
Alaric Bowman will retire after 18
years at Bridgewater. He first joined the
B.C. staff in 1966 as Dean of Students.
In 1975, he became Director of Alumni
Relations. Since 1978, he has taught
full-time in the mathematics and educa
tion departments.
Bowman plans to enjoy his retire
ment by traveling.
Amy Michael has been assistant to
the business manager at B.C. for 39
years, a job she has totally enjoyed.
She has enjoyed working with stu
dents and the records. "I like the detail
work," she says. "It's satisfying to work
with a lot of figures and have them come
out right." Though she will be helping
out in the business office on a part-time
basis next year, she is looking forward
to having time at home with her hus
band, who is also retired.
Other retirees include Mrs. Orpha
Miller, who has spent 20 years in food
service, Ralph M. Myers, after 19½
years in maintenance and Miss Sibyl
Coakley, a secretary for 9½ years.

B.C. President Wayne F. Geisert has
reached the 20-year mark at the head of
the college. During his 20 years at the
helm, Bridgewater has experienced not
able growth and development.
Since Geisert began his tenure in
1964, a number of facilities have been
added or improved including, Kline
Campus Center, Dillon, Moomaw,
Wardo, Founders, Yount and Wake
man halls, and additions to Cole and
Nininger halls. Many academic pro
grams, the 3-3-1-3 calendar and compu
ter system have also been added under
his direction.
Several other faculty and staff mem
bers were honored during the annual
recognition dinner. Professor George
W. Kent was cited for his 30 years as a
faculty member. Other service recogni
tions included:
25 years: Paul M. Kline, Bertha D.
Phibbs, Daniel M. Thompson;
20 years: Dr. Emmert F. Bittinger,
Robert B. Houts, Jr., Dr. David G.
Metzler, Jacob F. Replogle;
15 years: Dr. John G. Barr, J. Vern
Fairchilds, Jr., Elizabeth L. Kyger, Car
lyle Whitelow.
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Archie Painter is
excited and enthusi
astic about his favorite
pastime.
"What man in his
right mind wouldn't?
Most of the time I'm
the only man standing
around with 12 or 13
beautiful girls."
His Hobby? Sewing
. . tailoring, to be
more exact. The 21year-old Bridgewater
College English major
and recent graduate
from Rileyville, Va.,
parlayed his hobby
into an all-expense
paid winter vacation
in Phoenix, Ariz., a
cash prize, and a
national award.
Archie, who is the
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Medford L. Painter,
won the trip to Ariz
ona as Virginia's repre
sentative in the 1984
National Make It With
Wool contest, a tailor
ing competition in
which he ended up
eighth in the nation.
"There were 59 con
testants and I was the
only male. I think I
was the only male in the history of the
contest to make it to the nationals," he
says with a smile.
His entry was a three-piece Western
style suit made from �00% wool. Contest
ants are required to make an article of cloth
ing for themselves using fabric that is at
least 60% wool. National finalists must
first model their clothing to be judged on
fit and appearance. They then turn their
handmade garments over to judges who
meticulously inspect construction.
Close inspection of his work doesn't
intimidate Archie, who describes him
self as "an absolute perfectionist. If it
isn't right, I rip it out and do it again."
He's been sewing since he was in the
eight grade but has "never had a sewing
class or home ec class of any kind."
Like so many of life's great adven
tures, it all started with a dare. His girl
friend at the time was "the person to
beat" in the annual 4-H Fashion Review.

Hobby Pays Off
for B.C. Senior
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"When I said 'ah, that's nothing,' she bet
I couldn't do it because I was male."
Archie accepted the bet but promptly
forgot about it. Then, in a department
store, he spotted material that he thought
would make a great shirt.
"When I left the store, having never
sewn a stitch in my life, I had material
and patterns to make a shirt, blazer and
slacks. When I got home, I thought my
mother would go through the ceiling."
Though his mother sews, Archie could
accept no help on the shirt he made for
competition-"All she could give me
was advice."
His shirt won him second place behind
his girlfriend in the 4-H contest.
At the district level, he placed in the
top three.
Since that first contest, he's refined
his sewing and competition skills. "You
pick up a lot from different contests; the
judges give you a lot of good tips. If I see

something great that
someone else has done
I just ask how they
did it-they're glad to
explain."
The toughest thing
he's had to learn is "to
model with confidence
without tripping." All
competitions require
that the garment be
modeled by the per
son who made it.
Archie laughs at his
experience with mod
eling in the nationals.
Because it was a West
ern style suit, he chose
to wear a pair of cow
boy boots-a brand
new pair he'd never
worn before the com
petition. "I'm used to
wearing Docksiders
wearing cowboy boots
is like standing on your
toes!"
Most of the work on
that winning suit was
done in his room in the
men's dormitory,
Wakeman Hall.
"When I first moved
in, only two people
on campus knew I
sewed. I smuggled the
sewing machine in because I didn't know what the reaction
would be. There has been absolutely no
comment at all," he says, and he was
even called upon to do some alterations
for the fellows in the dorm.
Archie makes most of his own clothes,
including jeans, jackets, suits and sport
coats. He sews for his mother, who gave up
sewing when she decided Archie was so
much better at it. He even makes the nurses'
uniforms she wears to work. He makes
clothes for his 8-year-old brother, too.
Right now, his plans call for sewing
to remain a hobby-"lt's something I do
to calm my nerves." He plans to teach
English, and as a student teacher this
spring he directed the musical, Lil' Abner,
for which he made a few costumes.
He laughs at the irony of being inter
viewed about his sewing. "I don't like
publicity about it. I like making some
thing and doing it well enough that peo
ple don't know I've made it."
Bridgewater

Alumni-Admissions
Program Grows
"For the second year, our alumni
have been actively involved in the col
lege's Alumni-Admissions Program,"
says Ellen B. Miller, Assistant Director
of Admissions.
"Over 70 alumni have made personal
telephone contact with prospective stu
dents," she reports.
Alumni call students who live in their
area and talk with them about Bridge
water, answer questions, and encourage
them to enroll at Bridgewater. The
majority of the calls are to students who
have already applied and been accepted.
According to Mrs. Miller, the pro
gram has grown significantly since it
was initiated last year. "More alumni
are making more phone calls than last
year," she says.
Plans are being made to enlarge the
program for next year, and a training
workshop, directed by Mrs. Miller, has
been scheduled on campus Homecom
ing weekend.
It is important that volunteers attend
the training session, she says. They can
prepare for questions they will be asked
about aspects of student life and aca
demics that have changed since their
graduation.
R. Coleman (Sam) Reid, '60, has
served as chairman of this year's corps
of volunteers.
"The alumni-admissions representa
tives seem to be enjoying the contacts
with prospective students very much,"
says Mrs. Mijler. "We find that the extra
contact a stuflent has with alumni really
makes a difference in how the student
feels about Bridgewater. All the time
and help alumni give in helping to
recruit students definitely helps their
alma mater."
"The willingness, time and enthusi
asm these alumni give are great gifts to
the college," she says.
This year's alumni-admissions repre
sentatives are listed in the tribute to
volunteers appearing inside the back
cover of this issue.
Alumni wishing to become involved
in the program should contact Mrs.
Ellen Miller, Assistant Director of
Admissions, (703) 828-250 I, ext. 40 I, or
write to her in care of the college.
June, 1984

May Day 1984
Senior June McConnell (above) reigned over B. C. 's traditional May Dayfestivities. Senior Andy
Agee was selected King of the May.
The May Court was composed of Duke and Duchess Ron Cummings and Donna Taylor; Seniors
Pete Ritchie, Lynn Grubb, Kent Wisman, Geralyn Willis; Juniors Dave Crosby, Rhea McChesney,
Nick Wakeman, Cathy Clark; Sophomores Duane Dinkel, Lindsay McGregor, Stephan Sowh,
Diane Krahe, and Freshmen Kevin Bailey, Pam Bucklinger, David Stern and Shawn Overstreet.

Codicil Club Charter Membership

�

Codicil Club charter membership has been extended beyond June 30, the
previously announced cut-off date.
William R. Swecker, B.C. Director of Planned Giving, has announced that
the date is being extended because of "excellent positive responses" to the
college's newly established club.
Dr. Robert M. McKinney of Westminister, Md., is national chairman of the
Codicil Club which was founded in 1983 to honor publicly those friends and
supporters of Bridgewater who have remembered the college through estate
related gifts and commitments.
A membership card and pin bearing the Codicil Club logo are being pres
ented to all charter Codicil Club members.

�
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Hopes High for Baseball
The not-so-distant future may hold
one of the best baseball teams to ever
take to the diamond for Bridgewater
College.
"We had a fairly good season. I was
pleased with the progress of the team
and particularly the younger people,"
said coach Tom Kinder following his
fifth winning season at the helm.
"When a team consists primarily of
juniors and freshmen, then the team is
still a year ahead of its greatest poten
tial," added Kinder.
This spring the Eagles finished in the
top four, actually third, of the nine-team
Old Dominion Athletic Conference for
the sixth time. Only twice have the
Eagles been unable to boast of that fact.
BC finished I 0-6 within the conference
and a two-game lead over fourth-seeded
Eastern Mennonite.
Unfortunately, an abrupt ending re
sulted when the ODAC tournament
doubled to an eight-team field in '84.
Playing host to Hampden-Sydney, which
the Eagles swept during the regular sea
son, BC felt the blow of a six-run fourth
and never recovered in a 7-1 quarterfinal
loss.
Overall, BC registered 14 wins against
10 defeats and one tie. The BC bats hit at
a .313 clip and raced out to a 5-0 ODAC
mark. Eventual regular season winner
Randolph-Macon then handed BC a
twinbill loss, 4-1 and 4-0, as two of the
league's top pitchers proved themselves
by silencing the top offensive team in the
ODAC. BC next suffered another dou
bleheader loss to eventual ODAC cham
pion Lynchburg, which won its fifth con
secutive title. The Eagles then settled into
third for the season's duration.
Post season honors were numerous as
an all-time high of four Eagles earned
All-ODAC honors, and only one of those
will be lost to graduation.
Academic All-American nominee Alan
18
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B. C. 's Alan Propst

Propst hit .360 drove in 23 runs and
tagged five homers to establish himself as
the best designated hitter in the confer
ence, as well as the state, earning College
Division All-State Honors. The business
major with a 3.7 GPA tied the school
record with nine career homers. His
career batting average was .311, and he
was named team MVP.
Junior Jeff Poling led the BC bats for
the second consecutive season with a .397
average in '84, good for All-ODAC catcher
honors. Centerfielder Bobby Knecht play
ing his first season, broke into the BC
record books. The junior hit a single sea
son record seven homers and tied the
doubles mark at nine. Hittig .337, Knecht
drove in a team high 29 RBIs. Complet
ing the list of Eagles' selected All-ODAC
is second baseman Todd Sullivan who
batted .280, reached base 65% when lead
ing off and defensively fielded at .942.
The "Geisert Pitching Award" went to
sophomore Alan Stadler, who in 12
appearances went 3-2 with a 2.75 ERA.
The Eagles will lose not only Propst to
graduation, but also pitchers Wayne
Suydam 'and Gene Straley, outfielder
Pete Ritchie, and backup catcher Jesse
Yorke.

Maturity and Youth Pay
Off For Women's Tennis
The experience gained one year ago
plus the addition of solid freshmen
helped to turn around a 4-7 record from
the previous year into a 6-3 campaign in
1984 for the women's tennis team.
The Eagles were considered young
last year but were even younger this
spring according to Miss Naomi Mills.
The maturity of the seasons past set the
winning foundation for a squad which
consisted of four freshmen, a sopho
more and a pair of juniors.
"It was a very interesting year filled
with great wins and a few disappointing
losses," said coach Mills. The losses are
of note however, as BC was defeated by
the country's fifth and tenth ranked and
the ODAC's second ranked teams.
"One of our best performances this
year was a second place finish to host
Emory & Henry in their eight-team Invi
tational," said Mills. "We also had some
outstanding individual matches against
those nationally ranked teams which
beat us," she added.
Individually the Eagles were led in
victories at the number four flight by
Sue Milleson. The freshman from Berry
ville, Va., credited a 7-2 match record
and was an exciting player to watch. "I
really enjoyed this year, particularly
since an injury caused me problems my
senior year of high school," commented
Milleson.
Junior Terry Armstrong, freshmen
Diana Beard and Cole Lawrence, record
ed identical 6-3 singles marks at flights
six, one and five respectively.
Beard teamed up with sophomore
Sherisue Barber for flight one doubles
and a team leading 7-2 slate. A 6-3 third
flight double record was put together by
Lawrence and classmate Beth Rogers.
Junior Susan Boggess was just below
.500 with a 4-5 mark playing flight two
doubles.
Miss Mills stated that she was "very
proud of all of them," and that the
Eagles "had a very fine season."
Bridgewater

Track Teant Finishes Fifth
The absence of depth and a frustrating
injury to Indoor Trackman-of-the-Year
Issac Rodgers left BC its lowest finish in
the history of the ODAC Track and Field
Championships. Since dominating the
league from 1978 until 1981, the lack of
numbers has plagued the BC squad. This
year that fact became even more evident
by a fifth place team showing as BC failed
to score in 11 of the meet's I 7 events.
Rodgers, who qualified for the nation
al championships with a school record
47'6" triple jump in February, also holds
BC records in the I 00 and 200 meter
dashes. The junior suffered a thigh pull
in the spring's first meet. The injury
hampered Rodgers throughout the sea
son and forced him to withdraw from
the national event. It was the second
successive season Rodgers was sidelined
from the nationals due to injury. Quali
fying for the meet last year in both the

long jump and 100, Rodgers sprained
his ankle late in the season.
Speedster Mark Luiggi was the lone
Eagle to claim first place and All-ODAC
honors in his championship event. The
junior set a new school record by racing
through the 800 meter run in I :54:36.
The Eagles picked up second and
third in the javelin behind the hurls of
Todd Barnes and Randy Duane, 174'2"
and I 68'7" respectively. The spear has
not been a traditionally strong event for
BC in recent years.
Junior Keith Howard placed third
with a triple jump of 43'3" and Stacey
McDonald took fourth in the 400 meter
hurdles. The one mile relay team claimed
second by crossing the finish line in
3:30.6 and was comprised of Jim Nichols,
Sonny Lasam, Terry Lenny and Luiggi.
The Eagles finished the regular sea
son with a dual meet record of 6-5.

Golfers Have Split Season
The spring of I 984 can be depicted as a
split season for the Bridgewater golf team.
"I was not at all happy with our 2-8
match record," said coach Lamar Neal.
However, when it came to hosting the
Old Dominion Athletic Conference
Tournament at Ingleside in Staunton,
Va., the Eagles gained a season's worth
of respect. Neal was extremely pleased
with the Eagles' fourth place finish in the
seven-team field.
"That's the highest finish for Bridge
water in the eight-year history of the
tourney," said Neal, who completed his
ninth season with the Eagles. "It was
appropriate for us to play so well on our
home course," he added.
With nearly perfect weather, the two
day event was highlighted with excep
tional competiton. After day one, Lynch
burg held an eight-stroke lead over
Randolph-Macon 304-312. The Eagles,
who have never managed to top Wash
ington & Lee University, surprised the
entire field by finishing in a 3 I 9 dead
lock with the Generals. But, the Eagles
shot 332 to W & L's 3 I 5 on the final
June, 1984

round, and BC settled for fourth place.
Meanwhile Lynchburg, which repres
ented the ODAC in the national tour
nament, held off a strong Randolph
Macon comeback for a 613-615 tally.
The main reason for BC's high finish
is freshman Del Agee of Stuarts Draft,
Va. The 1983 state runner-up in the "A"
high school championship, Agee became
the third Eagle ever to earn All-ODAC
honors, by carding a I 55 and a tie for
first place. The top seven golfers during
the tournament receive the award.
"I feel I shot very well and earning
All-Conference honors as a freshman
was quite an accomplishment for me,"
said Agee. A big achievement indeed, as
Agee joined Dave Wood, '78, and Keith
Marshall, '83, in the BC record books,
both of whom gained the honor in their
semor year.
With the growing popularity in golf
at BC and considering the fact that
Neal's top four golfers included three
freshmen and a sophomore the anticipa
tion is for a better year all around in 1985.

Men's Tennis
Men's tennis appears to be gradually
improving after doubling the previous
spring's win total to four against seven
defeats. And as always, coach Carlyle
"Cotton" Whitelow's team won respect
for its fine court sportsmanship.
The Eagles will lose some of their
momentum when the top three players
graduate. Number one E. W. Adams (29), two, Randy Garr (6-5), three, John
Sweet (5-6), concluded their fourth year
of eligibility this spring. Garr was named
the team's most improved player.
In other singles competition, the Eagles
were led by Most Valuable Player Mar
shall Butler, who compiled a record of 6-5
to share team-high win totals with Garr.
Butler has a career mark of I 1-I 1 upon
the completion of his sophomore cam
paign. Joey Dove, a junior, was 2-5 at the
fourth flight. Meanwhile freshman Robert
Houser went 5-6 at the sixth flight.
Doubles competition handicapped the
overall team performance as the Eagles
picked up only 12 of a possible 33 points
in doubles play.

Boyer Named All-ODAC
"I feel very fortunate to have worked
with such an optimistic and hard working
group of people," commented coach Mary
Frances Heishman on her 1984 lacrosse
team. Coach Heishman noted that "this
group pulled together even when things
weren't going so well." The Eagles fin
ished the year with two victories and
nine defeats.
The offensive weight was carried on
the shoulders of senior Kim Wright, who
led BC with 27 goals and two assists for
29 points. The Churchville, Md. native
was named to the second team All
ODAC squad along with defenseman
Denise Houseknecht of Greenville, Va.
Goal tender Kim Boyer put two fine
seasons back to back by turning away an
outstanding 70% of her opponents' shots
on goal. She was honored as first team
All-ODAC goalie for her spectacular
season.
Boyer and four other Eagles repre
sented Bridgewater on Virginia All-Star
squads. Joining Boyer on the Virginia
III team was Linda Miller. Playing for
Virginia IV were sophomores Stephanie
Bradley and Wendy Ferrel, along with
junior Jenni Stokes.
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Prof Nelson Huffman, '25, leads the "Fifty- Year Glee Club" in song.

Dr. Anna Mow Addresses
Fifty-Year Club
People 60 and over can make contri
butions that younger people are not
making, a Roanoke churchwoman,
author and missionary told Bridgewater
College's Fifty-Year Club.
The club, which was founded only
last year, is made up of alumni who
graduated 50 or more years ago.
The speaker for the group's 1984
meeting was 90-year-old Anna B. Mow,
whose father, I.N.H. Beahm, graduated
in 1887 and later was on the Bridgewater
faculty.
"I'm only 90, and that's just my body,
not me," Mrs. Mow said in stressing the
importance of a "mutual attitude" in
relationships.
She told the alumni that she has spent
70 years working with youth groups,
and in the past two years young people
have begun asking for advice about
"parents who don't love each other."
Dr. Mow said that mastering the les
son of mutual relationships in which
neither partner is viewed as superior or
inferior would bring a reduction in the
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number of divorces.
She also emphasized the value of lis
tening. "As we grow older, we should
grow in spirit and wisdom," she said.
Following her address, Bridgewater
College President Wayne F. Geisert
announced that the college has received
gifts of real estate which have been
valued at "something beyond $400,000"
to fund the Anna B. Mow Chair of
Humanities at Bridgewater.
The donors are two Harrisonburg
couples who wish to remain anonymous.
Geisert announced that a goal of
$600,000 has been set for the fund,
which will include the endowed chair
and an annual symposium. Dorothy
Murray of Roanoke has been named
chairman of the fund-raising effort.
The 50-year alumni named Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Spoerlein of Oakland, Md.,
as co-presidents for the coming year.
Presicjent-elect is Leona Zigler Eller of
Washington, D.C., and A. Olivia Cool
of Bridgewater was named secretary.

Rhea W. Bowman, '22, reads about club members
in her souvenir booklet.

"Sister Anna" speaks to 50-year alumni at the
annual banquet.

Bridgewater

Bowman, Chan, Myers Honored
7
Bowman.
Myers is co-ordinator of the Out
reach Detention Program for the City of
Roanoke Juvenile Detention Home.
Through the Outreach Program, young
people on detention are able to remain
in their homes where they are visited
daily by supervisors. Myers' responsibil
ities also include public relations and
interaction with judges in the jurisdic
tions served by the program.
Since Myers assumed responsibility
for the program in 1977, its use has
increased by 72 percent, primarily be
cause he has been able to make it easier
for the courts to place someone in the
program. He has streamlined the pro
cess for getting young offenders assigned
continuedfrom page

to the outreach program and has ex
panded it into four new jurisdictions.
He has twice been appointed to serve on
State Department of Corrections Task
Forces where he helped to write the Stan
dards for Outreach Detention and the
Personnel Standards of the Department.
In addition to a busy professional life,
Myers finds time to coach Little League
and to be an active member of the Antioch
Church of the Brethren in Rocky Mount,
Va., where he is a deacon, Sunday school
teacher and member of several church
boards. He is a former church moderator
and has served on the Virlina District
Youth Cabinet. With his wife, Sandra, he
co-chaired the South Roanoke Area Vir
lina District Camp Improvement and
New Church Development Fund-Raising

Campaign, Virlina Vision.
When he was a student at Bridge
water, Myers was elected student body
president during both his junior and
senior years. President Geisert recalled
him as "an excellent and forthright stu
dent body president who made signifi
cant contributions to campus life."
Professor Bowman, who was Dean of
Students noted that "he was a president
who worked hard for the students without
being anti-administration. We could trust
him in the handling of student affairs."
"Those of us who know Lynn well,
respect him for his considerable abili
ties, his personal and professional integ
rity, and his positive influence on those
around him," said Bowman.

CLAssNoTES

We'd like to include your news in the Class Notes. Send news items to Bridgewater Alumni Magazine, Box 33, Bridgewater College, Bridgewater, Va. 22812.

20's
Elizabeth Kibler Fox, '22, a retired teacher,
is living a quiet life on a small farm. She partic
ipates in activities at the Luray Church of the
Brethren and also helps out in the Clerk's
Office.
Helen M. Longanecker, '27, retired 14
years ago after serving for 18 years as a super
visor of student teachers (classroom of fourth
graders with student teachers) at the Univer
sity of Southwestern Louisiana. Helen is living
in Roanoke, Louisiana.

30's
Marie Quinn Hoffman, '32, and her hus
band Leslie are spending the summer at their
home in High Falls, New York.
Alda Huffman Knupp, '32, after continu
ing her studies at Madison College, taught for
a total of 40 years in Rockingham County and
Prince William County. She is now retired and
living in Bridgewater, Va.
Evelyn Blose Row, 32, is currently serving
on the Board of Directors of the Susquicen
tennial Celebration of 1985 committee for the
town of Bridgewater.
Willie Pope Garber, '34, retired from cater
ing and cake baking. She is the Chorister and
custodian of her church. Mrs. Garber lives in
Timberville, Va.
Rufus B. King, 36, will become Rotary
International Governor of District 654 of
Northern Indiana July I, 1984 for one year. He
attended the International Convention at Birm
ingham, England in June. Rev. King resides in
North Manchester, Ind.
Mary Jane Gum Sellers, '37, and her hus
band W. T. enjoyed a trip to Charleston, S.C.
and Epcot Center in Florida with another cou-
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pie this spring. Mr. and Mrs. Sellers are living
in Churchville, Va.
Monelle Feaga Stanger, '38, traveled to
China with Chino-American Nursing Group,
visiting hospitals and clinics in major cities.
She enjoyed a cruise to the Black Sea area
countries in June. Mrs. Stanger is living in
Malibu, Calif.
Carl F. Strough, '38, was named a charter
member of Murphy President's Club at a
regional sales seminar held in Newark, NJ by
the Thomas D. Murphy Co. Carl has been with
the Murphy company more than 30 years and
has been a member of the President's Club for
28 consecutive years. The Murphy company
manufactures art calendars. Carl lives in Har
risonburg, Va.

40's
Ralph D. Alley, '40, received an Honorary
Degree from Albany Medical College on May
24, 1984. Dr. Alley taught Thoracic Surgery
there from 1952 through 1983. He is living in
Loudonville, New York.
Robert 0. Zeller, '40, and his wife Ruth
have traveled quite extensively to the People's
Republic of China, Africa, Russia, Europe,
Scandinavia, Latin American and Hawaii.
They reside in Hyattsville, Md.
W. Bernelle Hill, '42, and Dorothy Myers
Hill, '41, are living at Route 2, Dayton, Va.
Dorothy retired from teaching at Mt. Clinton
School in Rockingham County in 1983. Ber
nelle continues work as a land surveyor.
Leona Dodge Jones, '43, retired June 16th,
1984, having completed 22 years with the East
Whittier City School District. She was recog
nized as "Outstanding Teacher" in the district
this year. Leona is living in Whittier, Calif.
Garnett Phibbs, '43, is still the engineer at
the Beverly Hills Hotel. He is living in W.
Hollywood, Calif.
Anne Swiger Scharon, '44, was ordained to

the Sacred Order of the Priesthood in the Epis
copal Diocese of Missouri March 26, 1979.
The Rev. Scharon serves as Chaplain at St.
Luke's Hospital and Vicar at Prince of Peace
Church in St. Louis, Missouri.
Margaret Kendig Tabler, '45, along with
her husband George, retired from teaching at
the end of the 1982-83 school term. George had
been a West Virginia elementary school prin
cipal for 37 years, and Margaret had taught
high school Business Education for 38 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Tabler live in Martinsburg, WV.
Mari Jayne Bail Tidwell, '47, teaches art at
Cookeville High School. Her husband teaches
Physics at Tennessee Tech University. They
have two grown sons Robert and Jim and a
one year old granddaughter.
Virginia Coates Ruffner, '48, is teaching a
second grade class at H.M. Pearson Elemen
tary School, Fauquier County, Calverton, Va.
She resides in Madison, Va.

50's
Lowell and Patricia Myers Boothe, both
'50, are living in Floyd, Va. Lowell was elected
to Floyd County Board of Supervisors for
1984-1987. Pat has been Activities Director for
Skyline Manor Nursing Home since June,
1983.
Warren D. Bowman, Jr., '50, of Billings,
Mont., is curre'ntly serving as a Governor of
the American College of Physicians, a 57,000member national medical specialty society.
Dr. Bowman is a specialist in internal medicine
and is a Clinical Associate Professor of Medi
cine at the University of Washington School of
Medicine.
Doris Thompson Fancher, '54, has accepted
a secretarial position at Marianjoy Rehabilita
tion Hospital in Wheaton, Ill. for the Associate
Administrator of Therapeutic Services. Doris
lives in Oswego, Ill.
continued on page 22
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Dale Huffman, '54, professor of meat science
at Auburn University, received the Harry L.
Rudnick Educator's award from the National
Association of Meat Purveyors in apprecia
tion of his substantial contribution in the
furtherance of meat technology and science.
Dr. Huffman joined the Auburn faculty in
1963 after working as a research meat scientist
with the Swift Company.
Phoebe May Orebaugh, '55, was re-elected
to the Virginia General Assembly, November
1983, to represent the 27th District (Harrison
burg and most of Rockingham County) in the
House of Delegates.
H. Harold Lehman, '56 was appointed
March I as Director for Human Resources for
National Center for Devices and Radiological
Health, USPHS. He is living in Herndon, Va.
William E. Stephenson, '59, continues to
be employed by DuPont and is Manager of
Employee Relations for the Textile Fibers
Department. Bill and his wife Elizabeth reside
in Wilmington, Delaware.

60's
William R. Ecker, '60, has been named
superintendent of schools for Caroline County,
Md. He has been director of middle schools for
Carroll County since 1976.
Sylvia Barron Massie, '61, and her hus
band Ray were among amateur radio opera
tors commended and entered into the Con
gressional Record for communication partic
ipation during Grenada Invasion. Mr. and
Mrs. Massie live in Dunnsville, Ya.
William H. Aiken, Jr., '62, recently accepted
employment with the Campbell County De
partment of Social Services, Rustburg, Va.
James E. Beahm, '62, is managing a project
to develop network communications software
for a command management system in the
multi-satellite operational control center at
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
James is living in Takoma Park.
Betty Garber Sullivan, '62, has been named
chief of the newly formed Management Infor
mation Systems Branch, National Cancer
Institute, NIH, DHHS. She is residing in
Wheaton, Md.
Ann Earhart Gibble, '64, was recently hired
as Director of Shared Services for the Penn
sylvania Forum for Primary Health Care,
Camp Hill, Pa. Ann will work directly with
community health centers across the state to
implement cost containment programs such as
group purchasing and management informa
tion services, coordinate physician recruitment,
and provide other technical assistance.
Judy Nolen Henneberger, '64, had three
articles published on "Models of Orff-Schul
werk Process" in the January, February, and
March issues of Choristers Guild Letters, a
magazine for church musicians. Judy is presi
dent of the Middle Atlantic Orff Chapter and
serves on the advisory board of the American
Orff-Schulwerk Association. She was the cli
nician for the Orff music sessions at Choristers
Guild national seminar in July 1983.
Rose Marie Baker Dure, '65, teaches pri
vate piano, is the handbell and youth choir
director, and serves as the organist at First
United Methodist Church of Michigan City,
Ind. She and her husband Robert have two
children; Robb, age 8, and Regina, age 5. The
Dure family lives in La Porte, Ind.
Glenn W. Patterson, Jr., '65, is principal of
Stewart Middle School of Fort Defiance, Va.
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This year his school was one of IO schools from
the state of Virginia to receive a plaque for the
National Award for Excellence from the State
Department of Education. Glenn gives credit
to his supportive staff, student body, and
community.
B. Darrow McLauchlin, '66, is currently
president of the Delmarva Heat Pump Associ
ation and vice-president of the Sussex Central
Ruritan Club. He is residing in Georgetown,
Delaware.
Susan Squires Roman, '66, is a sales repre
sentative for CCH Computax. She is living in
Sacramento, Calif.
Linda Logan, '67, has been installed as Co
ordinator of Group Ministries in the First
Church of the Brethren in Harrisonburg, and
will have responsibilities with the various age
groups of the church, with major emphasis
with youth. Linda is a graduate of B.C. and
Syracuse Unviersity, and attended Bethany
Theological Seminary. She has served in posi
tions as Director of Christian Education in
South Waterloo, Iowa, and West Germany.
Charles J. Wright, '67, is assistant principal
at Pleasant Valley Elementary School. Jeanne
Bolt Wright, '67, has made a major career
change from the State Department of Social
Services to working fulltime at Monte Vista
Greenhouses. Their son Chad is 11 and daugh
ter Jeannette is 6. The Wright family is living in
Bridgewater, Ya.
Carolene Grossnickle Perry, '69, recently
coordinated a Good-will Concert from Gemisch
ter Chor-Dortmund, West Germany to River
mont Presbyterian Church, Chattanooga,
Tennessee. Carotene and her husband Alden
live in Hixson, Tn. with their three daughters,
Alicia 10, Karen 7, and Betsey 5. Alden is an
electrical engineer with T. Y.A.
Nancy Evans Taylor, '69, is in her 15th year
of teaching fifth grade at Moorefield Elemen
tary School in West Virginia.

70's
Kristine Jorgensen Evans, '71, is serving as
an RN at Deer's Head Center, working with
hospice patients, in Salisbury, Md.
Irene Lundquist Upton, '71, is working in
the field of financial planning and insurance
sales. She and her husband Harold are living in
Tempe, Arizona.
David R. Boling, '72, has been promoted to
vice president of the Bank of Virginia. He has
become a middle market sales officer, head
quartered in Richmond. He has formerly
worked with Texas American Bank in Hous
ton and Sovran Bank in Staunton.
Eric Vore, '72, is employed by the Depart
ment of State, Washington, D.C. He is resid
ing in Fairfax, Va.
Grover C. Collins, III, '73, has qualified as
a provisional applicant in the Prudential Insu
rance Co. Million Dollar Roundtable, an
international organization comprised of the
leading 3 percent of life insurance agents in the
world. He joined Prudential in 1979. In 1983,
he qualified for Prudential's prestigious Award
of Honor by selling $3.2 million in insurance.
He and his wife Becky live in Newark, Md.
with their three children.
Kathy Ann DeCesari, '73, is teaching health
and physical education at Kittatinny Regional
High School in Newton, New Jersey. She also
coaches·hockey and softball.
Beth Jane Hershner, '73, is currently
employed as the Assistant Director of the Fair
fax County Area Agency on Aging.

Morris Allen Phibbs, '73, is currently Staff
Assistant in charge of operations, membership
services and computer applications at the
National Office of The College Music Society
in Boulder, Colorado. He is the editor of the
Book and Periodical Survey, the CMS Vacancy
Listings, and the Directory o/Music Faculties
in Colleges and Universities, U.S. and Canada.
Morris is working towards his doctorate in
Choral Literature and Conducting. He will be
performing with an early music ensemble in a
tour of Spain this summer. He also directs
men's, women's and mixed choruses at Mt.
Calvary Lutheran Church in Boulder.
Carolyn Rayburn Schubert, '73, received
her Master of Science degree in nursing in
January, 1984. She is on the faculty at Mary
land General Hospital School of Nursing and
she is living in Baltimore.
Robin Vogel Vaughan, '73, is the Intake
Coordinator for the State of Delaware Div
ision of Mental Retardation in Georgetown,
Delaware. She and her husband, Alex, are liv
ing in Harrington, Delaware. Alex is Music
Director and Disc Jockey for a Milford, Dela
ware radio station.
Richard A. Claybrook, Jr., '74, is serving
as chairman of the Republican Committee for
the City of Harrisonburg and as chairman of
the legislative affairs committee of the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Chamber of Com
merce. Rick is living in Harrisonburg, Va.
George E. Detsis, '74, is employed by the
U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Land Management in Denver, Colorado. As
an environmental specialist, he prepares en
vironmental statements for multi-state energy
projects. George and Debbie have a three
year-old daughter, Kristen Elizabeth and they
are living in Lakewood, Col.
Steve Mason, '74, has been named Vice
President of Student Affairs at Westmar Col
lege in LeMars, Iowa. Westmar is a private,
four-year liberal arts college affiliated with the
United Methodist Church. Letters may be sent
to Steve c/ o The Office of Student Life, West
mar College, LeMars, Iowa 5103 I.
Montague Black Painter, '74, and her hus
band Dennis, are living in Wilmington, Dela
ware with their two children, Katherine Eliza
beth, age 4, and David Norman, age I.
Matilda Anne Clark, '75, is now Director
of Pharmacy at Pungo District Hospital, Bel
haven, North Carolina.
Scott L. Duffey, '75, is serving his fifth year
as Pastor of the Long Green Valley Church of
the Brethren in Glen Arm, Md.
Elizabeth Mumper Cooper, '76, will be
joining F. Read Hopkins Pediatric Associates
in Lynchburg, Ya. in July, 1984.
Dawn L. Harrington, '76, is working at
Independence National Historical Park in Phi
ladelphia, Pa. as supervisory park ranger. She
is living in Doylestown, Pa.
Charles Michael Mackley, '77, received his
Master of Divinity Degree at Lancaster Theo
logical Seminary May 12, 1984.
Todd C. Kincer, '77, is a general dentist for
the Navy in the Indian Ocean on Diego Garcia
B.1.0.T. (British Indian Ocean Territory).
Jerry W. Naff, '77, graduated from Bethany
Theological Seminary in June. He will become
pastor of Barren Ridge Church of the Brethren
on July I. Jerry and his wife Priscilla Guthrie
have three children, Cindy, 6; Daniel, 4; and
Patricia, I½.
Kathy J. Staudt, '77, is an Account Man
ager with Xerox Corporation in Charlottes
ville, Va. She sells to major accounts, and the
continued on page 23
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state and federal government. Kathy is living
in Charlottesville.
Cathy Simmons Huffman, '78, was admit
ted into the Ohio Bar November I, 1983. She is
employed by the Miami Citizens Bank and
Trust Company of Piqua, Ohio. Cathy is living
in Tipp City, Ohio.
Mary Jo Flory Steury, '78, graduated from
Bethany Seminary, June 3, 1984. She and her
husband Mark will begin a team ministry on
August I at the Troy Church of the Brethren in
Troy, Ohio.
W. Craig and Anita Lynne Waters, both
'78, are living in Richmond, Va. Craig (Mole)
is an accountant with VEPCo and is training
for 800 meters for '84 Olympics. Anita is art
director with Millhiser, Inc. They have a son
Alan who plans "to carry on tradition" in the
year 200 I at Bridgewater.
Nancy Brubaker, '79, married Kevin Hirst
in June 1982. Their address is: 2042 32nd Ave.,
San Francisco, Calif. 941 I6. Kevin is the pas
tor of the San Francisco Church of the Brethren.
Michael W. Church, '79, is employed as
loan officer and assistant cashier for the Bank
of Charlotte County, Keysville Branch. Aud
rey Puckett Church, '80, is now librarian at
Central Senior High School, Victoria, Va.
Mike and Audrey live in Keysville.
Joyce A. Conner, '79, received her Master's
in Library and Information Services from the
University of Maryland. She is employed as a
librarian with the National Institutes of Health,
National Cancer Institute. She is living in
Silver Spring, Md.
Gerald P. Crouse, '79, is Consumer Credit
Officer with Barnett Bank of Central Florida
Kissimmee Office. Gerald is living in St. Cloud.
Rebecca Mekeel Harding, '79, is a recep
tionist for a general practitioner. Her husband,
Leland David Harding, '80, is a floral designer
in Ft. Wayne, Ind. Mr. and Mrs. Harding are
living in Auburn, Ind.
Robert Miller, '79, is serving as pastor of
Oakton Church of the Brethren. Terri Glad
well Miller, '80, has been employed as the Pro
gram Manager for the American Lung Associ
ation of Northern Virginia. Mr. and Mrs.
Miller are living in Vienna, Va.
E. Hope Lloyd-Stewart, '79, is working as a
purchasing agent for the U.S. Geological Sur
vey in Reston, Va. Hope and her husband
David are living in Paris, Va.
Catherine G. Stivers, '79, is Assistant Pro
fessor in women's health, physical education,
recreation and dance department at Lamar
University in Beaumont, Texas. Dr. Stivers is
also living in Beaumont.
Gregory L. Via, '79, is an assistant track
coach for Louisiana State University. His wife
Vicki is a special education teacher. Greg and
Vickie have two cats, Das and Audrey, and
they are living in Baton Rouge, La.

80's
Doris A. Craig, '80, received a B.S. degree
in Nursing from James Madison University on
May 5, 1984.
Carolyn J. Haag, '80, is the assistant man
ager of the Holiday Inn of Harrisonburg. In
her spare time she does volunteer work at
Rockingham Memorial Hospital.
Judith Ruddiman, '80, and Dennis Mc
Manus were married in Nahant, Massachu
setts, August 27, 1983. Judith is the assistant
controller of a real estate firm in Boston and
Denny is a survey engineer. Mr. and Mrs.

June, 1984

McManus are living in Lynn, Ma.
Allen Neil Brugger, '81, is working at A. H.
Robins Co. Inc. in Richmond as an inspector.
Allen is working toward his business adminis
tration and management degree at Virginia
Commonwealth University in Richmond. He
is residing in Sandston, Va.
Hettie J. Fansler, '81, is working as a
bookkeeper in accounts payable for Blue Ridge
Truss & Supply, Inc. in Bayse, Va. She is living
in Woodstock.
H. Robert Hayes, Jr., '81, is working on his
Master's in biology at James Madison
University.
Michael G. Hunt, '81, is a second year den
tal student at the Medical College of Virginia
in Richmond, Va.
Susan Stickley Mallon, '81, married James
L. Mallon October 8, 1983. She is currently
teaching biology in Hanover County and Jim
is an engineer for VEPCo. They are living in
Glen Allen, Va.
Kristin E. Whitehurst, '81, is employed in
JMU's Office of Public and Sports Informa
tion. She is living in Harrisonburg, Va.
Kathy Sue Hewitt, '82, is the band director
for both the elementary and high school in
Rappahannock County, Sperryville, Va. She
also is the cheerleader coach at the high school.
Kathy lives in Washington, Va.
James Hugo Kostelni, '82, is attending
Fairleigh Dickinson University in Madison,
N.J. working toward an MBA in International
Business.
Kimberly A. Kirkwood, '83, is employed
by United Virginia Bank in Manassas, Va.
Ann Leigh Olden, '83, is currently employed
in Loudoun County at Sulley Elementary as a
third grade teacher.
Janice E. Plank, '83, attended the Pennsyl
vania FHA/ HERO Convention where she
judged the Pennsylvania State 1983-84 Illus
trative Speaking competitions, high school
levels I and I I. She also serves as a member of
the Alumni State Officers Board for FHA/
HERO.
Charles (Chip) Stine, '84, is enrolled in his
first year of studies in the four-year program at
the New England College of Optometry in
Boston.

WEDDING BELLS

Ellen Marie Sommer, '77, married David
Asa Beckwith March 3, 1984 at St. Elizabeths
Church in Ridgewood, New Jersey. Ellen just
finished working five years at Thomas J. Lip
ton, Inc. in the marketing budget department.
Mr. and Mrs. Beckwith are living in Hyde
Park, New York.
Jay M. Layton, '81, married Sandra L.
Davis on October 15, 1983 at Shiloh Seventh
Day Baptist Church in Shiloh, New Jersey. Jay
is assistant manager of Parker Jewelers, Inc. in
Salem, New Jersey and Sandy is a secretary/
receptionist for Cumberland Mutual Fire
Insurance Company in Bridgeton, NJ. Mr.
and Mrs. Layton are living in Woodstown, NJ.
David W. Whedbee, '81, and Rosemary
Kent, '82, were married August I3, 1983 at
Bridgewater Church of the Brethren. Mr. and
Mrs. Whedbee are living in Apollo, Pa.
Michael I. Whedbee, '81, married Lisa B.
Shakespeare October 8, 1983 at Coffman
Chapel, Hood College, Frederick, Md. Mr.
and Mrs. Whedbee are living in Atkins, Va.,
where Michael is working as an office/ credit
manager for Lowe's.
Norman T. Dent, Jr., '82, and Nancy Lee
Sparks, '80, were married May I, at Maymon!
Park in Richmond, Va. The Dents are living in

Richmond.
Terry Leigh Shearin, '83, and Rick Allen
Grogg were married April 14, 1984 at Salis
bury Presbyterian Church in Midlothian. Terry
is a teacher at Bergton Elementary School and
Rick works for Shenandoah Construction Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Shearin are living in Harrison
burg.

FUTURE EAGLES

Danielle LeGoffGreene, '65, and Geoffrey,
a son, Pierre Dana, born February 20, 1984.
Danielle is a librarian in a law firm. The
Greenes are living in Philadelphia, Pa.
Luan Hart Hedley, '69, and Harold H.
Hedley, Jr., '70, a daughter, Maggie Alexis,
born March 7, 1984. Maggie has two brothers,
Hal (11) and Tim (2½), and a sister, Heather
(8½). The Hedley family is living in Powhatan,
Va.
Carol Durgy Brooks, '70, and Roger, a son,
Evan Durgy, born March 4, 1984. Carol
became a member of the New Hampshire Bar
in October 1983 after graduating from Frank
lin Pierce Law Center. She is currently work
ing for New Hampshire Land Title Services Co.,
Inc., a real estate, title insurance corporation
in southern New Hampshire. The Brooks fam
ily is living in Concord, N.H.
Candace Corey Scaglione, '70, and John, a
daughter, Megan Christine, born June I, 1983.
Megan was born 14 weeks prematurely but
came home on Sept. I, and is doing very well.
The Scaglione family is living in Hewitt, N.J.
Jacqueline Ryder Livesay, '71, and Charles
J., their second daughter, Ellen, born Sept. 4,
1982. The Livesay family is living in Jackson,
Michigan.
Margaret Coffman Oliver, '71, and Frank,
a son, William Kenton Durham Oliver, born
February 21, 1984. They also have a daughter,
Elizabeth Marie, age 5. Margaret is taking a
break from her nursing career to be a home
maker and Frank is a partner in Anderson
Neurological Associates. The Olivers are living
in Anderson, S.C.
J. Franklin Brugh, Jr., '72, and Kathleen, a
daughter, Margret Virginia, born May 10,
1983. The Brughs are living in Front Royal,
Va.
Geoffrey L. Chase, '72, and Arlene Morris
Chase, '70, a daughter, Kristine Ashley, born
October 14, I983. The Chases are living in
Alburtis, Pa. where Geoff is a patent attorney
for Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Carolyn Kinzie Clatfelter, '72, and Richard,
a daughter, Caroline Hope, born July 30, 1983.
Caroline has two sisters Amy (7) and Elizabeth
(4). The Clatfelters are living in Shelby, N.C.
Sally Hardwick Armstrong, '73, and Olin
C., a daughter, Jodi Sue, born May 20, 1983.
The Armstrongs are living at Route 3, Staun
ton, Va.
Mary Tomarchio Zientek, '73, and Stan, a
son, Matthew, born June I5, I983. Mary has
been employed at Salem County Juvenile Pro
bation as the supervisor fo the juvenile unit for
eight years. The Zientek family is living in
Woodstown, N.J.
Brenda Bain Sutton, '74, and John M. Sut
ton, '75, a daughter, Amy Kennon, born
March 3, 1984. The Suttons are living in Way
nesboro, Va.
Kaye Burrier Derr, '75, and Jeffrey, a son,
Christopher John, born February 25, 1984.
They have two other children, Jessica, age 6,
and Janelle, age 4. The Derr family is living in
Middletown, Md.
Leslie Flora Meek, '75, and William, their
continued on page 24
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first child, a daughter, Kristen Michelle, born
January I, I984. Leslie is a Chapter I Resource
Teacher in Franklin Co., Va. and Willie is
Director of Engineering with DataCare, Inc.
of Roanoke. The Meek family is living in
Roanoke.
Tamyra Beckner Rosen, '75, and Bob, a
daughter, Katherine Ann, born March 19,
1983. The Rosens are living in New Market,
Va.
Victoria Ballard Strand, '75, and John, a
son John Thomas Strand,Jr.,born November
'
26, 1983. The Strand family is living in Tow
son, Md.
Sally Sauer Eshelman, '76, and David, a
son, Scott Thomas, born February 8, 1984.
The Eshelmans are living in York, Penn.
Barbara Jo Warner Newberry, '76, and
David, a daughter, Kimberly Anne, born
November 11, 1983. Barbara Jo received her
MS in Education from University of Southern
California. Her husband has been promoted to
rank of Captain in the Air Force. They are
residing in Schertz, Texas.
Georgia Buchanan Valero, '76,and Jesus,a
son, Jordi, born April IO, 1983. Georgia_ is
employed as a Bilingual Career Instructor with
the York City Schools and is taking graduate
courses in counseling. The Valero family is
living in Red Lion, Pa.
Lee Ann Wight, '76, and Chuck, a daugh
ter, Linda Michelle, born December 20, 1983.
This summer they'll be moving to Salt Lake
City where Chuck will be an assistant profes
sor at the University of Utah. Lee Ann is work
ing part-time as a bookkeeper for a chiro
practor.
Jack Cordrey, '77 and Carol Fulesdy Cor
drey, '77, a son, John Charles, born January
19, 1984. The Cordreys are living in George
town Delaware where Jack is the resident
attor�ey for a law firm. Prior to the birth of
their son,Carol was employed as a supervisory
systems accountant with Perdue, Inc. .
Judith Shivers Raphel, '77, and Michael, a
son David Alan Raphel, born September 28,
1983. The Raphel family is living in Bridge
water, NJ.
Michael J. and Carolyn Switzer Stevens,
both '77, a son, Joel Michael, born August 19,
1983. On June I,1984 they moved to Ottawa,
Canada on an Officer Exchange Assignment.
Frances Webb Ford, '78, and Terrell Kent
Ford, a son, Frank Edward, born March 29,
1984. The Fords live in Lynchburg, Va.
Steven B. Young, '78, and Kimberly, a
daughter, Erica Lynn, born March 17, 1984.
_
Steve has completed his MBA degree, with a
concentration in accounting, from Mt. Saint
Mary's College and recently passed the CPA
examination. Steve is currently working as an
accountant for the CPA firm of Regardie,
Brooks & Lewis. Kimberly is working as an
R.N. for Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. The
Youngs are living in Gaithersburg, Md.
Kathryn Rumberger Mumma, '79, and
Daniel,a daughter,Briana Leigh,born Febru
ary 22, 1984. The Mumma family is living in
Ogden, Utah.
Larry B. French, '80, and Pamela, a boy,
Grant Burton, born February 6, 1984. Larry is
the accounting manager for Rockingham
Poultry Marketing Cooperative, Inc. The
French family is living at Rt. I, Harrisonburg,
Va.
Robert W. Upshaw, '80, and Penny Alder
man Upshaw, '82, a daughter, Megan Eliza
beth,born January 12,1984. The Upshaws hve
in Ruther Glen, Va.
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IN MEMORIAM
La.

Maurine G. Bowers, '24, 1981, of Welsh,

Dewey L. Clarke, '24, October 24, 1982 in
Bristol Memorial Hospital. Clarke was a letter
carrier for the Bristol Virginia Postal Service
for more than 30 years. He was a member of
the First Baptist Church and was well-known
as a Bible teacher in the area. He was also a
member of the Shelby Masonic Lodge No.
162.
Surviving are his wife, Alice Hale Clarke,
'24, one son, Ralph N. Clarke, Bristol; one
daughter, Mrs. Virginia C. Rutter,The Plams,
Va.; three grandsons, two granddaughers and
six great-grandchildren.
RuthFrances Miller, '24,of Rt. I, Dayton,
at Rockingham Memorial Hospital. Miss Miller
had taught elementary school in Rockingham
County before retiring in 1965. She was a
member of the Bridgewater Home ladies auxil
iary, the Harrisonburg-Rockingham Ameri
can Association of Retired Persons and the
Rockingham County Retired Teachers Asso
ciation. She was also a member of Briery
Branch Church of the Brethren.
She is survived by four sisters, Olive Whis
enant, '22,and Opal Newman,both of Dayton,
Meda Anderson of Bridgewater and Mary
Ingraham, '31 of Silver Spring, Md., and a
brother, Weldon Miller of Dayton.
Samuel James Showalter II, '26, March 11,
I984, at his home in Crozet, Va. He was a
retired salesman and a member and elder of
Tabor Presbyterian Church. He is survived by
his wife, Muriel Newborn Showalter; three
sons, Samuel James III, Jerry N. and Michael
Ray; two sisters, Mary Flory and Mrs. Willie
Myers; and six grandchildren.
NevinW.Fisher, '27,February 11,1984,at
Avon Park, Fla. He was a graduate of Pea
body Conservatory of Music in Baltimore, the
Eastman School of Music in Rochester,N. Y.,
and Northwestern University in Evanston,Ill.
He taught piano, voice and other related
branches of music 54 years and gave many
recitals throughout the United States.
In addition to Bridgewater, he had taught
at Blue Ridge College in Maryland; McPher
son and Central colleges in Kansas; Elizabeth
town College and Millersville University in
Pennsylvania; and after retiring, at South
Florida Junior College.
Mr. Fisher was music and general editor of
the current hymnal for the Church of the
Brethren and composed and arranged many of
its works. He also wrote a book on "The His
tory of Brethren Hymnbooks."
He is survived by his wife,Virginia Showal
ter Fisher, '29; a son, Bryant W. Fisher, '50, of
Frederick Md.; a foster daughter,Jeanne Law
rence of Lititz, Pa.; two grandchildren and
four great-grandchildren.
Raymond W. Kaetzel, '28, of Boonsboro,
Md., in Frederick County, at Washington
County Hospital in Hagerstown. He taught for
40 years at Boonsboro High School,retiring in
1968. He later became active in the Maryland
State Retired Teachers Association,serving as
an associate regional coordinator. He also was
an insurance agent with the Erie Insurance
Exchange for 25 years.
After graduation from BC, Raymond
received a master's degree in guidance from
Western Maryland College in Westminster
and was one of the first guidance counselors in
Washington County. He was a member of the
Brownsville Church of the Brethren,serving as
a deacon, a member of the board of adminis-

tration and camp representative to the Wood
brook Church Camp. He was a member and
past master of Antietam Lodge No. 197 AF
and AM and a past patron of Olive Branch
Chapter 37 Order of the Eastern Star, both of
Keedysville.
Surviving are his wife, Katheryne Gilbert
Kaetzel, '25, of Boonsboro; daughter Joyce
Fidelia Kaetzel; sisters Elizabeth Champion
and Margaret Phillips; and a brother Ralph S.
Robert Scott Cairns, Jr., '31, of Main St.,
New Windsor, Md. March 10, 1984 in Carroll
County General Hospital. He graduated from
Blue Ridge College, the University of Mary
land and Penn State University. He was a
teacher in Maryland for 31 years, serving 26
years in Montgomery County. He was a member
of the Pipe Creek Church of the Brethren.
He is survived by his wife, Julia A. Roop
Cairns, '31, daughter Elizabeth Ann Stone
sifer, son Robert Scott III, and three grand
children.
Darnell Brugh, '33, February 29, 1984, of
Buchanan, Va.
Susanna Flory Huffman, '33, March 9,
1984 at Rockingham Memorial Hospital, of
Bridgewater, Va. She had worked for Sears,
Roebuck and Co. for more than 35 years and
lived in Chicago before returning to Bridge
water in 1973. Mrs. Huffman was a piano
teacher in both Chicago and Bridgewater and
was a past president of the Delta American
International Music Fraternity.
In addition to BC, she received music
degrees from American Conservatory of Music
in Chicago and had been orgamst at Fowler
Clifton United Methodist Church in Chicago.
Mrs. Huffman was a member of Camps Farth
erest Out and the Chicago Christian Women's
Council, and was corresponding secretary of
the evening section of the Council of Church
Women of Greater Chicago and the Longevity
Club.
She was a member of Bridgewater Church
of the Brethren, where she was pianist and
taught the Primary Sunday School Class.
She is survived by her husband, Elmer L.
Huffman, '24; a sister, Margaret Flory
Wampler, '37, of Harrisonburg; two brothers,
John S. Flory, '32, of Aurora, 111.,and Robert
M.Flory, '32,of Arlington; two stepdaughters
and four stepsons.
Brian Kelly Lowder, '72, April 21, 1984 at
Medical College of Virginia. He had been a
sixth grade teacher for the Carter-Woodson
School. He is survived by his wife,Rebecca M.
Lowder of Chester; his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy L. Lowder of Hopewell; and three sisters,
Shelley Manikus and Melanie Lowder, '77, of
Hopewell,and Stephanie Connelley of Chester
field.
James A. Hodges, Jr., '73, March 1983, of
Madison Heights, Va.
Michael M. Smith, '79,January 6,1984,of
Front Royal, Va.

Mark Your
Calendar
Parents Day October 27
Homecoming '84 November 3
(Reunion Classes: '64, '69, '74, '79, '83)

Bridgewater

To Our Volunteers
Each year, hundreds of volunteers help to make our many programs at Bridgewater College a success. They give of their
time and abilities, working for the continued welfare of the institution.
Seventy four alumni served as Alumni-Admissions Representatives. Fifty-four students, alumni and friends manned the
phones for Phonathon '84. The Alumni Board members are on hand to offer new ideas throughout the year.
As the '83-'84 academic year comes to an end, we want to express our special appreciation to these volunteers listed below.
It is by no means a complete list of those who have served faithfully throughout the year.
Our deepest gratitude also goes to the wonderful group of Class Agents (see October issue), the business campaign
volunteers, the many committee chairpersons and members (listed in the President's Report). All of these people are
extremely valuable to Bridgewater.
THANK YOU

Alumni-Admissions
Representatives
Doris Albaugh, '55
Kay Albaugh, '81
Dale Armstrong, '82
Joanne Barron, '72
Judy Binns, '79
Freda Bowman, '82
Carol Brallier, '79
Beverly Butterfield, '79
Sandy Mason Cable, '78
Chris Carmon, '78
Audrey Puckett Church, '80
David Clatterbuck, '83
Rick Claybrook, '74
Sam Conner, '82
Dianne Dean, '77
Kathy Ann DeCesari, '73
Robin Dexter, '79
Ellie Draper, '72
Sharon Womble Drewry, '8 I
Lisa Driver, '85
Bill Durham, '81
Susan Durham, '81
Karen Garner, '8 I
Susan Gum, '82
Ben Gunter, '56
Carolyn Gunter, '56
Jeff Heppard, '74
Hope Harmon Hickman, '78
John Harshbarger, '57
Wallace Hatcher, '55
Jack Heintzleman, '56
Becky HilL '81
Debbie Hixon, '75
Thomas Julian, '68
Deborah Julian, '68
Larry Johnson, '75
Sherry Kauffman, '82
Esther Knight, '78
Debbie Layman, '83
Jay Layton, '81

Steve Lawrence, '80
Julie Lipscomb, '79
Jim Lohr, '57
Loretta Lohr, '58
Jonathan Lyle, '79
Steve Mason, '74
Larry McCann, '70
Barbara McCann, '69
Carl McDaniels, '51
Ann McDaniels, '51
Jeannie Miller, '77
Sherry Miller, '75
Wayne Miller, '70
JoAnn Miller, '72
Terri Miller, '80
Robert Miller, '79
Pamela Mumper, '79
Jewel Miller Myers, '60
Curtis Nolley, '76
Dana Nolley, '78
Sally Draper Poole, '77
David Radcliff, '75
Judy Shivers Raphel, '77
Sam Reid, '60
Anne Reid, '60
Barbara Robertson, '69
Curt Rowland, '78
Carol Rowland, '79
Alice Ryan, '79
Miles Sandin, '62
Allen Schwender, '75
Judith Lewis Shuey, '68
Melva Sunday, '76
David Smith, '74
Marion Trumbo, '74
Jerry Wampler, '59
J. Paul Wampler, '54
Priscilla Wampler, '54
Donna Wells, '70
Becky Woolfrey, '70

Phonathon Volunteers
Students
Doug Anders, '87
Fenton Ayres, '86
Paul Bohli, '86
Cheronda Brown, '86
Jack Clarkson, '87
Jeanne Dia, '87
Sarah Drewry. '87
Janet Funk, '87
Sarah Greenawalt, '86
Brad Hallock, '86
Tammy Hamilton, '85
Lisa Hawthorne, '87
Alex Herriott, '87
Keith Hollenberg, '86
Elaine Hudson, '87
Sherry Hutto, '86
Samantha Ligon, '87
Becky Mason, '86
Michael McDonough, '87
Heather Orrison, '87

Susan Perdue, '85
James Perry, '87
Kathy Quesenberry, '87
Cathy Reed, '87
Karey Ritchie, '87
Erik Roper, '87
Cheryl Sue Russell, '86
Lisa Sebastianelli, '87
Kimberly Sedwick, '87
Donna Simmons, '84
Lislie Smith, '87
Amy Spangler, '85
Bill Sutton, '85
Pat Sutton, '84
Dewey Williard, '86
Carolyn Willoughby, '87
Lisa Yowell, '87
Troy Glembot, '85
Alumni
A. Olivia Cool, '27

Brydon DeWitt, '65
Karen McKemy-Enslen, '76
Nancy Hopkins-Garriss, '75
Rod Mason, '83
Dustyn Miller, '77
Sherry Stitt Miller, '75
S. Earl Mitchell, '32
Galdys Akers Remnant, '81
Larry Seilhamer, '64
Bertha Pence Showalter, '21
Nancy Bain Thornett, '76
M. Guy West, '26
Friends
Cindi Dellett
Jon Dellett
Pat Dellett
Tim Dellett
Bill Swecker

Alumni Association Officers
And Directors
Jerry M. Wampler, '59
President

Allen Schwender, '75
Secretary

James E. Upperman, '68
President-Elect

Richard A. Claybrook, Jr. '74
Past President

Richard Beech, '80
Ellie Hodge Draper, '72
John R. Garber, '59
Don Glick, '49
John C. Harshbarger, Jr., '57
Ellen Layman, '65
Larry McCann, '70

Sherry Stitt Miller, '75
Curtis Nolley, '76
Bonnie Forrer Rhodes, '62
Alice R. Ryan, '79
James E. Upperman, '68
M. Guy West, '26
Carlyle Whitelow, '59

BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE
Bridgewater, Virginia 22812

Bridgewater College seeks to enroll qualified students
regardless of sex, race, color, creed, handicap, or
national or ethnic origin; and further, it does not
discriminate on the basis of sex, race, color, creed,
handicap, or national or ethnic origin in the
administration of its educational policies, employment
practices, admissions policies, scholarship and loan
programs, and athletic and other college administered
programs and activities.

ENTERED AS SECOND CLASS
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